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"How Clean a
Pro-iuced at Li

Dentist,
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Market.")

Allen, <>u the subject,
Mût may be
.,» «···■ ne
Cuei for the New York

This is ono of the most serious problems that confr n the tweutieth cenwith
tury dairymen, »>d must be dealt
accordingly. Τ ij yield must be increased, the cost' of -..reduction lowered, and
clean aud wholesome
at the same tin

milk muet be ρ «iuced.
The seltctiot »ud breeding of dairy
cows plays an
portant part in lowering the cost of «roduction and inci easof
ing the yield. Ti e average yield
milk per cow it. ^»e * York is about 4·>00
with
pounds a year. Αι > one familiar
*t.'l feed knows that η
the price of m
cow giving 45'
P1 tnds of milk a year
ip' "sation to the dairygives a small
man
for lab··.
>y careful selection
aud breeding, t! vield can be increased
to 7000 or SU·1
^ utids a year per cow
The dairymen of
are.
in a very few
the past, and a". > »d majority at present,
1*' attention to this imhave paid too
Y breeding their cows
portant subjec
ering instead of raisto scrub wires.

ing the milk-pr
It is not ηΛ
bred cattle in
ing breed or a
saying that "b
one, and we a
heed it or uot :t
Jersey sire one
and probably s·
kind at all, at
give uh a unifor
auce or

notion.
"7 to

>

product

have all pureτ tu have a good-lookThe old
dtable herd.
1 will tell" is a true
kuow it, whether we
To use a
>ur practice.
>r, the next a Holstein,
other kind, or no
ie
ther time, will never
herd, either in appeara.

the select, u of your pure bred
Ί the sire is "half the
sire, remember
stop for a few extra
herd," and d<>
'Uf get the best you
dollars in cos
Lead j possibly can. V my men are satisfied
All Kinds of
if they can buy
egistered calf, aud the
and Iron.
A
registration is iv> ut all they get.
better bt > ause he is
is not mai
sire
Telephone 134-11.
registered. Gi* :nore att· ution to the
dam tb .n you do to
dairy ability of
>»ir. being sure that he
the color of bi>
J. WALDO NASH.
>od prod; cing family.
comes from a
Take care of tin ire and f "ed him well.
Do not use a si: before he is ono year
too rou< h, and give
old, aud tbeu u
"cise. W iere possible
him plenty of e
Temple Stre«t, rear Masonic Block,
he sire nay be purand practicable
NORWAY. chased jointly, îiicîi will lower its cost
Telephone Connection.
In

Pipe Repairing,

Licensed Taxidermist,

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and

Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

PATARRUl
«ΗΙΜπϊΙΠΙ

A Reliable

Remedy

Ely's

When you gt
good s re,
him str ugthens your
and if the use
belief in him, c- itinue t< use him just
Y u can safely
can.
as long as you
breed each sire ? his owr ueifers if they
are strong and
igorous but when it
comes to breed g the granddaughter,
sire of the
you should s ·1 t anothor
breed au of the same family.
same
to fr-shen at 2 1-2
Breed the heife
utiuue to milk them
years of age;
twelve months, iud hav them freshen
the second time ·' four y are of age, and
if they have bet·; propeily reared, they
will begin to give the d aximum yield.
They should have four to six weeks'
rest before freshening.
Feeds and fev iing of the dairy herd
are of the most i uportauce in this study
of economic milk production. Any one
can feed au anii il well as to nourishment if be takes no thought of the cost
of the ration, but it requires some study
To produce
to feed well and cheaply
m 11 k eeonoiuicai v, 've should use the

roughage of our tarros, wherever possible, for by so doing we not only save
the labor of hail ing bulky materials,
but will als » bu*: up the fertility of our
land. If we mu-c buy feed, let it be

Cream Balm

le quickly absorbed.
•km Kehel at Once.

It cleanses, soothe·,
he·!· ami protect*
concentrates and -uch materials as are
th· diaee*«*d memhigh in proteiu at I carbohydrates.
brace reaultkt# fr<>m
The silo should be an important conCatarrh and drive·
sideration in the production of cheap
awav a Cold ia the
milk. Corn envlage m the silo costs
Uead quickly, lie.
from §1.50 to $2.·'ο per ton, and this in•tore» the Sense· of
cludes all expenses, such as rent of land,
Taste aud Smell. Full siz» 30 cts.. i»t l>ru^- |
tittiug the ground, planting and caring
or by mail.
In liquid forui, 75 cents. for the
crops, cutting aud putting in the
5<J
York.
Warren Suvet, New
lj Brother»,
eilo. If the ensilage cost twice this
amount, it would be a cheap food and
hard to duplicate on any farm. Corn
Ε. VI.
ensilage is one of he best feeds obtainable to balance alfalfa and clover hay in
winter, and take t!.e place of pasture in

HAY FEVER

fiat·

€IA1ULKK,

Builders' Finish !
1 will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
•lie or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window <& Door Frames.
If lo want of any kind of Finish for Inside ο»
Outside wsrk. send In your order*. Pine Lam
ber as J Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing
Matched Pine

G.

and Job Work.

Sheathing for Sale.

€H4!VULEK,

W.

West Sumner,

Maine.

....

For Sale.
bouse on Skillinga Avenue in South
double-tenemeut,
Τ wo-s.ory,
Paris.
twslrs rooms, two lots, large stable, ben
bouse, iruit trees
A. F. BARKOWS,
South Paris.
iwtf

My

Sheathing.

Spruce

J.

a^tf

Many

For sale

and fir.

Persons

by

A. KENNEY,
South Paris.

Χν'ΏΤΛΚ:

havoc with
ssarcetr noticeable strain is raising
In time come headaches. net?
the optlr nerve
l'reveniion U l>et
ousocss snd other ailments
Mr thaa cure. "I.et us do the preventing."

OPTOMETRIST,

PARMENTER, Optician,
Norway. Maine.

α. σ.
15

years

maker

expert Watch- [

with

Bigelow,

Kennard 4Co., Boston.
All Work

Guaranteed.
A lit'le out of the way
but it pays to wa'k.
CRUS,

CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY.
WATCHES.

With Dr.

Pannenter, Norway, Maine.

Eastern Sieamstiip Company.

|1.(M>.
11. UO,
Turbine Ste«l Steamer CAMDEN and
Stoel Steamer GOVERNOR DINGLE Y
Iwve Franklin Wharf, Portland, week
at 7 p. m., for Boston.
first Class Far·

Ψ

lUUrsoas

days

summer.

There should be some kind of supplecrops grown to help out wbeu
the pastures gut past their best; by dois
ing this, you will find that what grain
ased will do a.l the more good. Plautcau cure
njj liberally of such crops, you
For winter, or store in the silo what is
miland
Corn
jot needed for soiling.
well
et are excellent, and some succeed
with oats and peas; you will tind yourself repaid for the extra care and labor.
The grain ration should be made up so
far as possible wrh farm grown grains,
but it is often wise to buy such feeds as
meal.
bran, cottoneoed meal and oil
The grain should be balanced iu food
nutrieuts the Mme as the roughage, so
that large or small amounts of grain may
be fed and yet preserve a baiance in the
ration.
We should know all our cow* auu
their characteristic» and individualities.
Keed wliat the annual can uoc in a dairy
without
way; that le, what it can :ake
gaining in flesh, but retaining the body
weight, or even 1 -ing if she is iu high
tlfsh at freshening time. It pays to feed
well, for it is poor economy to run this
Always
cow machine bel w capacity.
remember this, t at the food required
same
is
the
maint nance
for body
whether the cow produces a large or
small quantity of milk, but if the feed
be only enough to keep her body, we
cannot expect much milk. Kconomic
milk production oan oulv c me from
cows of large capacity that ar- well fed
After you get your herd, either by
«election or by. breeding, and have fed
and cared for tin iu well, you have not
lone your full duty uutil you adopt a
plan that w.II tell you bow umay good
cows you have arid which one.·» they are
Whether you bt ed your cow* or buy
them, you are ο >t going to get them all
good the first time, but you must be continually weedio: out the unprofitable
ones.
Many of· ir dairymen will object
to keeping aoc mt with their cows
They say it s too much trouble and
costs too much. and that the cows will
not give any more because their milk if
weighed, but t «ill cost more not to do
ir. Weighing and testing a cow's milk
•nay not make t ·τ give more or better
milk, but it ran »use you to put a better cow in her ρ ice.
Weigh each c v's milk at every milking, keep a rectrd of it the year through,
and it will b* m mt surprising to dairymen that have never done this
Any
person with the least ability can carry
out weighing and
testing experiments
Of course, it takes Λ little time, and
one
who is interested must oversome
There .ira several drawbacks,
see it.
but the advan-igea outnumber the dis
advantages.
These are th« fact*, but it is a fact
that many farmers do not weigh and
test their muk
In recent year· au important feature in dairy development
has been the formation of cow-testing
associations, the chief purpose of which
is to see thar
amount and quality of
milk given and feed consumed by each
cow are recorded.
This would be costly
for the individual, but by co-operation
the cost to the Individual would b*
slight. To a>
inplish this, each association engage ια assistant to carry out
the work. These assistants visit the
farms at regular intervals each month to
ibe milk. The dairy
weigh aud t»
men keep
-toi weighing the milk
and feed c»d between visits. At
the end of ;b
.tf) the assistants pre
pare their
rt*, and the weeding
mentary

■·

Roturnlnt
Leave Union Wbarf, Boston, week
days at 7 P. m., for Portland.
Through tickets on sale at principal
railroad stations.
process

Freight

rate· as low aa other line·.

J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,

Portland,

Me.

can

expense

to

the

cows.

gntter immediately behind the

2
Proper ventilation of stable*, provision for 500 oubio feet of air for each
cow, and four square feet of window area
per cow. Windows may be very cheaply constructed of muelin instead of

glass.

|r

ρ ,ί0.
The regu'below cover the essentials of dear +
wholesome milk pro
dnction an
|Cjj as can be adoptee

|*re

]
!1 BLACKI

year.
4. That the stable be cleaned daily,
and the manure hauled direct to the

fields.

That the cows be kept clean, no
accumulations of manure upon their
duike, sides, udders and tails.
That the milking be done with
6
clean, dry hands.
7. That the milk pails be clean and
sterilized by boiling water. A narrowtop milk pad should be used.
3. That a milk-house should be built,
if mie is not already buil', not to be attached to auy other buildiug, lighted
ind ventilated.
y. That the milk be removed at once
from the stable to the milk-house and
cooled to a temperature of 50 degrees.
10. That the milk be placed io cleau
vessels aud kept cool until delivered.
II. That no person having an infectious disease or coming in contact with
a person
having iufectious disease, be
allowed to milk the cows or in any way
handle the milk.
12. That the milk be delivered to station on a sprint; wagon, and always
cover cans with clean canvas.
There can be no true dairy progress
for the dairymau until he has recognized fully and squarely the importance
of brain work, lie needs, in the first
place, abundant knowledge of all the
forces he is dealing with; secoud, he
needs to havo that knowledge arranged
in practical shape so he can get at it
and use it immediately when needed.
Then he needs energy and skill to carry
He needs more
out that knowledge.
knowledge of the principles of soil,
he is dealing
animal
life
that
plant and
with each day, and better knowledge of
sound business methods; therefore, it is
imperative for the present-day dairyman
to secure the best dairy literature obtainable if he wishes to be a successful
and respected citizen.
5

Feeding

gallon, including freight'/

on

By

to

effects satisfactory for that purpose. It
has also beeu occasionally fed on trial
for its effects as a regular stock feed.
Stock will eat it readily aud apparently
like it. We have never heard of a case,
however, where it was rated a profitable
article in business feediog. Some articles may be fed for a time as an appetizer or condiment and prove satisfactory for that purpose when they would
not prove profitable to be continued as a
part of the regular feed.
Z. A. 6.
We have not been feeding molaeses
this winter to our stock but from previous experience and what I have been
able to gain from others I think surrounding conditions would determine
whether it was profitable feediug at 17c
If a man has plenty of
a gallon or not.
silage, roots, or other succulent feed
probably he would not receive as much
beuefit from the molasses as would some
of lus neighbors wlto had nothing but
di y fodder. Molasses has a decided advantage iu that it adds to the palatability of the ration and as grain prices are
about the same as they were last winter
and muuy feeders claimed at that time
that they got good results probably the
same would be true this season.
Yours very truly,
«

α.

vaiuρι/υι··

Molasses at 17 cents per gallon

as a

food fur aairuals ih far more than it is
worth; yet under certain conditions, it
would be ecouomy for farmers to pay
much more for it. Molasses in animal
feeding is much like the putting of
The cup of
suuar in coffee for humans.
coffee for breakfast without sugar would
not be relished by many people, as most
people love the taste of sugar. The
same love of sweets holds good with
animais. Many nutritious foods are unpalatable. As an illustration: Many
times hay when being harvested becomes
wet with a shower of rain; the hay from
the same field that was gotten in the
barn before the rain fell on it is relished,
while the hay that got wet the animals
don't relish. The chemist in bis aual·
ysis finds both alike as far as chemical
constituents are concerned and the mastication aud digestibility are equal; yet
the horse or cow this hay is fed to is not
as ready to eat it, neither do the animals
that eat it thrive as well upon it. What
is the reason? Simply the smell is not
right and the first taste of it is not what
it was before it got wet. Now when
that class of hay is to be fed or other
food, it will pay big to mix a half pint
of stock molasses with a quart of hot
water and sprinkle the hay or fodder
with it, and in some cases it will pay to
wet malt sprouts, dried brewer's grains
or other by-products that are fed to
dairy cows. Molasses has also another
value when fed to colts or horses when
they are not supplied with succulent
food of some kind. It is a great bowel
regulator, being slightly laxative. Molasses when viewed in this light is of
great value, but not as a food in the
proper sense of the term.
C. D. S mead, V. S.
Qet to Breeding Good Horses.
If ono may judge from the opinion of
the well posted writer who conducts the
pigein the New York Sunday Herald
devoted to the interests of horses, there
is an actual shortage of driviug and driv
ing material in the metropolis at present.
In bis last page of gossipy news, the
writer referred to said:
"Where are the seasoned harness and
saddle horses? There never was a better
demand for useful animals, yet the market at the various auction rings in New
York is not more than half aupplied,
the dealers say, and fair to good horses
bring as much as they ever did, even in
the good old days. Kresb couutry horses
are so high in the breeding district· that
it is almost impossible to buy them,
bring tbem here and sell them at a
profit, and both users and dealers are in
despair at the curiously complicated
state of affairs. Despite the inroads of
the automobile there seem-t to be almost
a* urgent a call for useful horses as
there was before the advent of the motor
car, although buyers are not willing to
pay fancy prices unless they are buying
fancy horses. What the condition of
thecoun ry and the trade would bave
been if the automobile had never been
invented is an Interesting question, Ιο
view of the present scarcity of hitch class
It seems
horses for riding and driving.
certain however, that prices must have
«oared to unprecedented figures and that
people must have been contented to use
horses of very inferior class as oompared
with those seen on the street· and drives
ten years ago.
Perhaps it may be the
case that nearly all the seasoned carriage
and «addle horses hereabouts have been
sold off and ahlpped away from New
York, but if ao a serious harm has be>eo
done and buyers must prepare to pay 50
per cent more than at present if they
want horses of any kind In the near future."
If this correctly states the condition
of the supply of harness and saddle
horses in New York, there is every reason to believe that breeders of horses
of these classes will find a brisk demand
snd good values for the next year or so,
and probably for a much longer period.

Nowadays draft horses mutt be matohed to sell well.—Farm Journal.
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across him and pressed him Into servY»u see they're watching every
ice.
outlet. But we'll win through, never
fear!"
The train, escaping the outskirts of
the city, remarked the event with an
exultant shriek, then settled down,
droning steadily, to night devouring
Might In the corridor car the few passengers disposed themselves to drowse
the coming hour—the short
away
hour's ride that. In these piping days

!

BAG

Vance

of frantic traveling, separates Antwerp
from the capital city of Belgium.
A guard, slamming gustily In through
the front door, reeled unsteadily down
the aisle.
Klrkwood, rousing from a

bytH^obU^UrriHC*^

CHAPTER XA1V.

KIRKWOOD

hesitated. It was an
to tell her why. yet It
was essential that she know,
however painful the knowledge
might prove to her.
And she was Insistent. He might not
dodge the issue. "Why?" she repeated

feeling

he paused.
1
"1 wish you wouldn't press me tor
an answer just now, Miss Calendar.
"Don't you think I had better know?
Instinctively he Inclined his head In

assent

"Then why?"
Κ Irk wood bent forward and patted
the flank of the satchel that held the

Gladstone bag.

"What does that mean, Mr. Kir*
wood?"
"That I have the Jewels, he told her
'.ersely. lookiug straight ahead.
At ills shoulder he heard a low gasp

mingled.

and

Incredulity

"But-how did you get them.
father deposited them In bank

oiorulng?"
"He

have

must

taken

_

them

com·

out (

1 got them on board the
agaiu.
Alethea. where your father was conferring with Mulready and Captain
Stryker."

against

you!"

"Mulready wasn't—ab—feeling very
well, and Stryker's a wward. They
gave me no trouble. 1 locked them In
Strvker's room, lifted the bag of Jewte
I o"gh*
els and came away.
you that they were dlscusslug the advisability of sailing away without you.
leaving vou here, friendless and with-

J

whv I considered
wuj
1 don t
it my dutv to take a hand.
like to tell you this so brutally, but
you ought to know."
—a
out means,

Thnfs
mats

ULs eyes encountered the ,'/ouny man's,
and he leered evilly.

profound reverie, detained him with a
gesture and began to interrogate him
1j French. When he departed presently it transpired that the girl was unacquainted with that tongue.
"1 didn't understand, you know," she
told him with α slow, shy smile.
"I was merely questioning him about
the trains from Brussels touight. We
daren't stop, you see. We must go on
—keep Hobbs on the Jump and lose
him, if possible. There's where our
advantage lies—in having only Hobbs
to

deal with.

He's not

particularly

in-

"1 understand."
But for some moments she did not
He avoided looking at her.
sue-ik
The fiacre, rolling at top speed, but
smoothly, on the broad avenues that
encircle the ancient city, turned lut
the Avenue de Keyser, bringing Into

tellectual, and we've two heads to his
If we can prevent him
oue besides.
from guessing our destination and wiring back to Antwerp, we may win
::w:iy. You understand?"
"Perfectly," she said, brightening
"Aud what do you purpose doing

S°"Steady

"I can't tell yet. The guard's gone
to get me some Information about the
ulght trains on other Hues. In the
meantime don't fret about Hohb9. 1*11
answer for nobbs."

sight the Gare Centrale.
"You don't-k-know"- began the girl
without warning, in a voice gusty with

gentl^

on!" said Klrkwood
•Ί do know, but don't let's talk about
It now. We'll be at the «tatlon ln a
minute, and I'll get out and see what s
to be done about a train If neither
Mulready nor Stryker Is about. \ou
llv
ν
No·
the carriage.
In
changed his mind suddenly. -I'll not
risk losing you again. It's a risk we
have to run In company."
"Please!" she agreed brokenly.
The fiacre slowed up and stopped.
-Are you all right. Miss Calendar?.

Klrkwood asked.
The girl sat up. lifting her head
proudly. "I am quite ready." she salfl.
steadying her voice
Klrkwood reoonnoltered through t

window while the driver was descend·
tng.
"Oare

Centrale, m'sleu'." he said,
opening the door.
"No one In sight," Kirkwood told the

girl.

"Come, please."

got out and gave her his hand,
paid the driver, picked up the
hags and hurried with Dorothy
the station to find in waiting a
string of cars into which people were
moving at leisurely rate. Ills inquiries
Ile
theu
two
into

at the ticket window developed the
fact that It was the 22:2G for Brussels.
lhe last train leaving the Gare Centrale that night and due to start in ten

minutes.
The Information settled their plans
for once aud all. Kirkwood promptly
secured through tickets, also purchasing "reserve" supplementary tickets
whk-ta entitled them to the use of
lliose modem corridor coaches which

take the place of first class compartments on the Belgian state railway!·
"It's a pleasure," said Kirkwood
lightly as he followed the girl Into
one of these, "to find oneself in a
common sense sort of train again
He put their lugFeels like home."
f the racks and sat down
gage in one

beside her.
The girl smiled bravely. "And after
Brussels?" she luqulrod.
"First train fur the coast" he said
•

>romrtly—"Dover. Ostend. Boulogne,

whichever proves handiest, no matter
which, so long as It gets us on English

soil without undue d»lay."
S'.e said "Yes" abstractedly, resting
nil elbow ( η the window sill and her
chili in her palm, to stare with serious, sweet brown eyes out into the
arc smitten night that hung beneath
the echoing roof.

Kirkwood tiilgeted in despite of the
constraint he placed himself under to
be still and not disturb her needlessly,
impatience and apprehension of mls-

fortuue obsessed his mental processes
The ten minutes
In equal degree.
seemed interminable that elapesd ere
the grluding couplings advertised the
Imminence cf their start.
The guards began to bawl, the doors
to slam, belated travelers to dash mad-

a
ly for the coaches. The train gnre
ere settling down to
lurch
preliminary
Its league long inland dash.
Kirkwood, lu a fever of hope and an
man sprint fuague of fear, saw a

the platform and throw
himself on the forward steps of their
coach on the very Instant of the start.
Presently he entered by the forward

riously

across

door and walked slowly through, narrowly Inspecting the Tarions passenthe seats ocgers. As he approached

cupied by Kirkwood and Dorothy Cal-

endar his eyes encountered the yoang
mau's, and he leered evilly. Kirkwood
met the look with one that was Ilk· a
kick, and the fellow passed with some
liaete into the car behind.
"Who was that?" demanded the
girl without moving her head.
"How did you know?" he asked, astonished. "You didn't look"—
"1 saw your knuckles whiten beneath

Who was it?"
"Hobbs," he acknowledged bitterly,
"the mate of the Alethea."
"I know. And you think"—
the skin.

be asserted his self control, though
this time not over bis temper.
His eyes, dumbly eloquent, turned to
meet hers. She was smiling.
"Please!" she Iterated, with the least
Imperative pressure on his band, push-

us

both^

those schedules? Haven't you decided
Interpolated Klrkwood.
to try for the Bruges express?"
"His name was new to me. but ray
but"—
"Why, yes,
"Then please don't leave me to my father assured me that he was the
Burthoughts all the time, Mr. Kfrkwood." next of kin mentloued in ColonelI
There was a tremor of laughter in her poyne's will and convinced me that 1
to the property.
voice, but her eyes were grave and had no real right
earnest. "I'm very weary of thinking \fter all, he was my father. I agreed.
round in a circle, and that," she con- I couW not bear the thought of wrongcluded, with a nervous little laugh, "is ing anybody. I was to give up every
thine but my mothers Jewels,
all I've had to do for days."
t
"I'm afraid I'm very stupid," he hu- seems—my father sald-I don't-I can
mored her.
It
a little, dry sob.
She watched him, a little piqued by
she seemed able
his absentmlnded mood for a moment, was some time before
then, and not without a trace of malthat my 8reatunc1®'8
ice, "Must 1 tell you again what to
collection of Jewels bad beenmy mothtalk about?" she asked.
He bad In life a pas
"Forgive me. I was thinking about pr's property.
and It had
if not talking to you. I've been won- Blon for collecting Jewels,
his τ,him to carry them with him
dering Just why it was that you left been
went. W hen
the Alethea at Queensborough to go wherever he
Frognall street they were In the sat
on by steamer."
of his bed. I. in my pr e
And Immediately he was sorry that by the head
them and then afterhis tactless query had swung the con- at first forgot
off removing .tarn
versation to bear upon her father, the wardcareleasly put
"To come back to my father, night
thought of whom could not but prove
before last we were to cal on Mrs
painful to her. But it was too late to
It was to be our laat nlghc
mend matters. Already her evanescent Hallam.
Fn^land. We were to sail for t no
flush of amusement had given place to
continent on the private yacht of a
remembrance.
friend of my father's the nex: mornshe
father'·
account,"
"It was on my
Ing. This Is what I was told and be
told him in a steady voice, but with
lleved,
you understand.
averted eyes. "He is α very poor sailItat nWt Mr,.
or, and the promise of a rough passage at another table .t FW««
I believe there was a
terrified him.
I did not thon know tar. When leav
difference of opinion about it, he disputing with Mr. Mulready and Captain
Stryker. That was just after we had
left the anchorage. They both insisted
that it was safer to continue by the
Alethea, but he wouldn't listen to
them and In the end had his way.
Captain Stryker ran the brlgantlne
into the mouth of the Medway and

"retold

|

My
this,

"The Alethea!"
"Yes."
"You took them from those roenvou! But didn't my father""I hud to persuade him," said Kirkwood simply.
"But there were three of them

the instant the train stops."
He began to unfold another time
table, threatening again to lose himself completely, and was thrown into
the utmost confusion by the touch of
the girl's hand, in appeal placed lightly
on his arm. And had she been observant s hi· might have seen a second time
his knuckles whiten beneath the skin

Klrk-j

The girl paused. lifting to
wood's face her eyes, clear, fearless,
truthful.
"I never was givento understand that there was anybody who
might have Inherited other than myself," she declared.
«! gg0.M
"Last week 1 received a letter, signed
with my father's name, begging me to
appoint an Interview with htm in LonI
don
I did so—guess how gladly.
was alone in the world, and be.my
father, whom I had never thought to
We met at his hotel, the ple»N
see.
He wanted me to come and live with
him; said that he was growing old
and lonely and needed a daughters
love and care.
He told me that he
had made a fortune In America and
was amply able to provide for us
As for my inheritance, he persuaded
me that it was by right, the
of Frederick Hallam. Mrs. Hallams
80Π."
»
"I have met the young gentleman.

^She^chokTout

...

of amazement

money at bis disposal be, too, could
Lire a motor car and cry defiance to
"However," he
their
persecutors.
amended, with rising spirits, "so much
the botter our chance of losing Mr.
Hobbs. We must be ready to drop υ

ing the folder aside.
"I beg pardon?" he muttered blankly.
"Is it quite necessary, now, to study

as

Molasses.

(Milne Farmer.)
Is it a business proposition to feed
molasses this winter costing 17 cents per

tie certainly wasn't In the cabin. Evidently they bunted him up or ran

ëië

!

3. That the walls, ceilings and doors
be kept clean, and that the ".able be
whitewashed throughout at lea c twice a

For many years expert feeders have
occasionally fed molasses for the purof putting a gloss, polish or bloom
keep him, pose show
animals and have found its

individually.

Cord Wood,

without considérable

dairymen:
I. Tight stable floors must be provided, preferably of cement construction,
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"I shan't be worried," she said simply, "with you here."
would have
Whatever answer he
made he was obliged to postpone because of the return of the punrd. with
a handful of time tables, and when,
rewarded with a modest gratuity, the
man had gone his way and Klrkwood
turned again to the girl she had with
drawn her attention for the time.
Unconscious of his bold regard, she
ureamiug, ner luou^um ui ιυυ»«·
ends, her eyes studying the Incalculable depths of blue black night thai
twirled and eddied beyond the window
The most shadowy of smiles
i;lass.
touched her lips; the faintest shade of
deepened color rested on her cheeks.
As long
She was thinking of—him?
as he dared the young man. his heart
In Ills own eyes, watched her greedily,
was

taking a raiser's joy of lier youthful
beauty, striving with all his soul to
analyze the enigma of that most In-

Kcrutablo smile.
It battled him. He could not say of
what she thought and told himself
bitterly that It was not for him, a
In her
puuper, to presume a place
He must not forgot bis
meditations.
circumstances nor let her tolerance
render him oblivious to his place,
which must be a servant's, not a lov-

er's.
The better to convince himself of
this he plunged desperately luto u forlorn attempt to make head or tall cf
Relcrlau railway schedules. complicated as these of necessity are by the
alteration from normal time notation
to the abnormal system sanctioned by
and vice versa, with
the

government,

every train that crosses a boundary
line of the state.
So preoccupied did he become in this
pursuit that he was subconsciously
Impressed that the girl had spoken
twice ere he could detach his Interest

from the exasperatingly Inconclusive
and Incoherent cohorts of ranked figures.

"Can't you find out anything?" Dorothy was asking.

"Precious little," he grumbled. "I'd
give my head for a Rradshawl Only
It wouldn't be a fair exchange. There
weenie to be an express for Bruges
leaving the Gare du Nord, Brussels,
at fifty-five minutes after 23 o'clock,
and if I'm Dot mistaken that's the
latest train out of Brussels and the
earliest we can catch—If
I've never been In
It.
heaven ouly knows how
take us to cab It from
Midi to the Nord."
In this statement,

catch

we can

Brussels, and

long It would

the Gare du

however,

Mr.

KIrkwood was fortunately mistaken.
Not only heaven. It appeared, had
cognizance of the distance between
the

was

While KIrkwood
two stations.
still debating the question, with
tendencies, the friendly

pessimistic
guard had

occasion to pass through

the coach and, being tapped, yielded
the desired Information with entire

tractabillty.

It would be a cab ride of perhaps ten
Monsieur, however, would
minutes.
serve himself well if he offered the
driver an advance tip as an lucentlve
Why? Why. beto speedy drivlug.
cause (here the guard consulted his

watch, and KIrkwood very keenly regretted the loss of his own)-bccause
this train, announced to arrive In Brus-

sels some

twenty

minutes

prior

to the

departure of that other, was already
late.
But, yes, a matter of some ten
.ulnutes—could that not be made up?
Ah, monsieur, but who should say?
The guard departed, doubtlees with
views as to the madness of all

private

English speaking travelers.

"And there we are!" commented
KIrkwood in factitious resignation
•'If we're obliged to stop overnight In
Brussels our friends will be on our
back before we can get out in the

morning If they have to come by
He must have been ashore
"Yes.
He reflected bitterly on
motor car."
when I was on board the brlpmtine. ' the fact that with but a Uttle mope

»«™;

zy-

ss

put us ashore
steamer."

just

in time to catch the

something was wrong,
"Were you sorry for the change?"
fool, for I consented to do as be
"I?" She shuddered slightly. "Hardly! Plrcd
You understand-you know
I think I hated the ship from the modo indeed," replied Klrkwood
ment I set foot on board her. It was irrlmly
"I understand a lot of things
It was all nightmar- now that I didn't
v. minutes ago.
α dreadful place.
ish that ulçht, but it seemed most ter- Plpnse let me think.
rible on the Alethea with Captain
But the time he took for deliberaStryker and that abominable Mr. tion was short. He had hoped[to find
Hobbs. I think that my unhapplness η way to spare her by sparing C
had as much to do with my father's dar but momentarily be was bocoι
insistence on the change as anything. lug more Impressed with the futility
He was very thoughtful most of the of dealing with ber mto In term, of

J

time."
Ivlrkwood shut his teeth on what he
know of the blackguard.
"I den't know why," she continued,
wholly without affectation, "but I was
wretched from the moment yon left
me In the cab to wait while you went
In to see Mrs. Hallarn. And when we
left you at Bermoudsey Old Stairs,
after what you had said to me, I felt—
I hardly know what to say—abandoned
in a way."
"But vou were with your father, in

his care."
"I know, but I was getting eonfused. Until then the excitement had
kept me from thinking. But you made
I began to wonder, to quesme think.
tion. But what could I do?" She signified her helplessness with a quick
and dainty movement of her hands.
"He is my father, and I'm not yet of
age, you know."
"I thought so," he confessed, troubled. "It's very inconsiderate of you.

you must admit."
"I don't understand."
"Because of the legal complication.
I've no doubt your father can 'have
Klrkwood laughed
the law on me*
uneasily—"for taking you from his

protection."

"Protection !" she echoed warmly.
"If you call it that!"
"Kidnaping," he said thoughtfully.
"I presume that'd be the charge."
She laughed the notion to
"OhJ"
"Besides, they must catch us
•corn.

candor—merciful, though they might

jou
"Tmrn1? Mil you." be «aid. "thatswin|
have been outrageously misled,
dled and deceived. I bnve hcard from
vour father's own lips that Mrs. u
was to pav him £2,000 for keeping you out of England and
I'm lncUnedto q
your inheritance.
tlon, furthermore, the assertal
these Jewels were your mothers.
Frederick Hallam was the man who
you into the Frogna l street
house and attacked me on the stair.
Mrs
Hallam admits that he wen
there to get the Jewels. Btrt he dldn t

Lm

Joslngyou

SS

want anybody to know
"But that doesn't prove

it.^

..Just a minute." Rapidly and com
elaaly Klrkwood recounted the events
wherein he had played a part ntmquent to the .dveuture ot Bcrmondsey
au

ni-~ «—

ΓΤη

On one point only did be
evasion.
He conceived It his
slur the truth.
honorable duty to keep the girl In Igof his straitened circumnorance
She was not to be distressed
stances.
by knowledge of his distress, nor cculd
lie tolerate the suggestion of seeming
play for her sympathy. It was necessary. then, to invent a motive to ex
cuse his return to No. 0 Froguall street.
I believe he chose to exaggerate the lnulsltlvenexs of his uature and threw
In for good measure a desire to reto

first, mustn't they?"
"Of course, and"—with a simulation
of confidence sadly deceitful—"they
shan't, Mr. Hobbs to the contrary not-

"You make me share your confidence

against my better Judgment."
"I wish your better Judgment would

counsel you to share your confidence
with me," he caught her up. "If you
would only tell me what it's all about,
as far as you know, I'd be better able
to figure out what wo ought to do."

very beginning," she told him.
conscious laugh—"this sounds
bookish, I know—in the very

story
beginning George Burgoyne Calendar,
an American, married bis cotisiu c
dozen times removed and an English
woman, Alice Burgoyne Hallam."
"Hallam!"

began awk
wardly.
"No," she told him, with decision
"Please let me go on." She continued,
stumbling, trusting to his sympathy to
bridge the gaps in her narrative. "My

father—there was trouble of some son
—at all events, he disappeared when 1
was a baby.
My mother—died. I wa>
reared in the home of my great-uncle.
Colonel George Burgoyne of the Iu

dian army, retired.
My mother had
niece, they say. 1
been bis
presume that was why be cared for
I grew up In his home In Cornme.
wall. It was my home, Just as be was
my father lu everything but fact

favoilte

he died, leaving me
everything—the town house In Frognail street, bis estate In Cornwall.
Everything was willed to me on condition that I must never live with my
father nor In any way contribute to
his support If I disobeyed, the entire
estate without reserve was to go tc his
"A

year ago

nearest of kin. Colonel Burgoyne was
unmarried and had no children."

He lifted his hat aiul bowed Jauntily
prized trluket of no particular
moment, esteemed for its associations,
and so forth. But, whatever the fabrication, It passed muster. To tho girl
his motives seemed less Important
than the discoveries that resulted from

cover a

them.

"I am afraid," he concluded the sumhad over
mary of the coufabulatlon he
heurd at the skylight of the Alethea's
cabin, "you'd best make up your mind
that your father"—
"Tes," whispered the girl huskily

and turned her face to the window,

a

quivering muscle in the firm young
throat alone betraying her emotion.
"It's a bad business," he pursued relentlessly—"bad all round. Mulready,
In your futlier's pay, tries to have him
arrested, the better to rob him. Mrs.
Hallain,' to securo your property for
that precious pet, Freddie, connives at
if she doesn't lustigate a kidnaping.
Your father takes her money to deprive you of yours, which could profit

him nothing so long as you remained
in lawful possession of it, and ut the
same time be conspires to rob, through

S

lute mistress of that treasure of Jewels, yet that night she had been forced
to sleep on α hard, uncushloned bench
In the open air, and this morning he

proof. Until these Jewels are returned,
whether to Frognall street or to young
Ilallam, we're both In danger, both
thieves in the sight of the law. And
your father knows that too. There*
no profit to be had by discounting the
temper of these people. They're η s
desperate a pang of swindlers as ever
lived.
They'll have those Jewels lr
they have to ko as far as murder

must waken bcr to the life of u hunted thing. Λ week ago she had had Ht
her command every luxury knowu to
the civilized world: today she was
friendless but for his inefficient, worthΛ
less self and in α strange land.
week ago, had he known her then, he
had been free to tell her of his love,
offer her the protection of his name
as well as his devotion; today he was
an all hut penniless vagabond and
there could be no dishonor deeper than
to let her know the nature of his
to

—

"Mr. Kirkwoodl" she deprecated In
horror.
He wagged his head stubbornly, ominously. "I've seen them In the raw.
They're hot on our trail now. Ten to
Dne they'll be on our backs before we
Once In
ι-an get across the channel.

heart's desire.
Was ever lover hedged from a declaration to bis mistress by circumstances so hateful, so untoward? He

will be comparatively
we
Until then—but I'm a brute-I m
frightening you Ρ'
"Ycu are. dreadfully." she confessed
In a tremulous voice.
"Forgive me. If you look at the
dark side first, the other seems all the
brighter. Please don't worry. ^ e il
pull through with flying colors or my
name's not Philip Klrkwood."
"I have every faith In you," she In-

England

t

could have raged and railed against
his fate like any madman, for he desired her greatly, and she was very
lovely In his sight. She was to him
of all created things the most wonderful. the most desirable.
The temptation of his longing seemed more than he could long withstand.
Hut resist he must or part forever

p.fe.

with any title to her consideration—or
Ills own. He shut his teeth and knotted his brows In a transport of desire
to touch, if only with his finger tips,
the woven wonder of her hair.
And thus she saw him when, without warning, she awoke.
Bewilderment at fust informed the
wide browu eyes, then, as their
drowsiness vanished, a little laughter,
a little tender mirth.
"Good morning. Sir Knight of the
Somber
Couutenance!" she cried,
standing up. "Am 1 so utterly disreputable that you find it necessary to

formed him, flawlessly sincere. "When
I think of all you've done and dawd
for me, on the mere susplciou that I
needed your help"—
"We'd best be getting ready," he interrupted hastily. "Ilere'H Brussels."
It was so. Lights. In little clusters

and long, wheeling lines, were leaping
out of the darkness and flashing back
us the train rumbled through the suburbs of the little Paris of the north
Already the other passengers were be-

stirring themselves, gathering together
wraps and hand luggage and preparing

/

frown on me so darkly?"
lie shook bis head, smiling.
"I know I'm a fright." she asserted,
vigorously shaking out the folds of her
plaited skirt. "And, as for uiy hat. It

Journey's

end.
,
Klrkwood took down their
two satchels from the overhead rack
and waited, in grim abstraction plan
for the

Rising

ning and counter planning against the
machinations In whose wiles they two

will never be on straight; but, then,
you wouldn't know."
"It seems all right." he replied va-

had become so perilously entangled
Primarily there was Hobbs to be
dealt with—uo easy task, for Klrswood dared not resort to violence nor
In any way invite the attention of the
authorities, and threats would be an
Idle waste of breath In the case of
that corrupt and malignant little cock-

cantly.

"Then please to try to look a Hi tie
since you find me quite pre-

happier

sentable."

"I do."
Without lifting bel' bended head she
looked up. laughing, not ill pleased.

ney, himself as keen as any needle,
in all the artful resources ot the
underworld whence he had sprung,
and further primed for action by that

"You'd say so really?"
Far down the railway tracks there
rose a murmuring that waxed to
rumbling roar. A passing porter
sv.erid KLi: wood's iiitjuir.. ; it va :
master rogue, Calendar.
The traiu was pulling slowly Into night I --at train from Ostend.
the station when he reluctantly aban- picked up their ba^s ;i!:ti
doned his latest unfeasible scheme for into the waiting room, troubUd by
shaking off the little Englishman and sickening fore 1m ding.
concluded that their salvation was
Through the window they
oulv to be worked out through ever- the train roil in and step.
last'ing vigilance, Incessant movement Among others alighted, smirking.
aud the favor of the blind goddess unspeakable Hobbs.

adept

au^H
a^H
H

He lifted his hat and

Fortune.

[TO

(ONTIM'KD.]

French Peasants Who Are Experts In
Walking on Stilts.
There Is a vast district In France

aud glowing cafes, glimpsed
furtively from their cab windows during its wild dash over the broad midcity boulevards—at midnight they set
tied themselves lu a carriage of the

tin*

ivhere
iboul

and

(tilts.

Bruges express. They were speeding
along through the open country with
a noisy clatter; then a minute's investigation su diced to discover the mate
of the Alethea serenely ensconced In

coach door, with a smirk aud a waggish wave of his hand. The American
by main strength of will power mastered an Impulse to enter aud wring
his neck and returned to the girl more
disturbed than he cared to let her

BE

dia-^Bfl
H

LANDES SHEPHERDS.

streets

the coach behind.
The little man seemed rarely complacent and Impudently greeted Kirkwood's scowling visage as the latter
peered through the window in the

watched^H
H
tlic^H
bowed jaunti-fl^
S·
wind.

ly to the waiting room
lug It plain that his ken eyes had
covered them instantly.

He saw nothing of Ilobbs as the}
alighted and hastened from the sta
tlon and hardly hail time to waste
looking for him since their train had
failed to make up the precious ten
minutes.
Consequently he dismissed
the fellow from his thoughts until—
with Brussels lingering in their memories a
garish vision of brilliant

entire

transacts

This

district

community
Its

is

business utt
"Les

called

.nudes."

The inhabitants, who are among the
peasants in I rame, pun tneir
tibslstence by fishing, by such little
igrhulture as Is possible and by keep
The shepherds
11y cows and sheep
.lake use of their stilts for two pur·
>00 rest

because walking Is quite
account of the sage and
of brush, and. second,
lecause the height of their stilts gives
hem a greater range of visiou.
The stilts generally are about six or
even feet high. Near the top there Is
support for the foot, which has a
strong stirrup and strap, aid still
;earer the top a baud of leuther fas·
ι ous the stilt firmly to the leg just be·
oses— lirst,

inposslble on
mdergrowth

know.
There resulted from his review or
tlio caae but one plan for outwitting
Mr. Hobbs, and that lay In trusting to | ow the knee. Some sil'ts, especially
bis confidence that Kirkwood and Dor- ι hose made for fancy walking and for
otby Calendar would proceed as far ricks, ure eveu higher than
toward Ostend as the train would take eet, and the man who uses these-*
them—namely, to the limit of the run, ind he must be an expert—can travel
The
is fast as ten miles an hour.
Bruges.
Thus inspired, Kirkwood took coun- ι ower end of this kind of stilt Is
sel with the girl, and when the train
apped with a sheep bone to prevent
v

seveii^

to

finding

and throat and forehead.
"But never mind," he

way: Calendar, counting
your sparing hlni In the end. Is going to hound us. He's doing it now.
There's Hobbs In the next car. for
"It's this

on

tingent features singularly unpleasant
contemplate. The station waiting
room was on the point of closing for
the nlgbt, and Kirkwood. alarmed by

"Wait, please." 8he sat .up. bending
forward and frowulug down upon her
interlacing gloved fingers. She was

it difficult to say what she
must.
Klrkwood, watching hungrily
the fair drooping head, the flawless
profile clear and radiant against the
night blackened window, saw hot sig
nals of shame burning on her cheek

further consideration."
Eventually
He waited patiently.
"No-o!" the girl sobbed assent

them than the espionage they had Just
eluded. The primal flush of triumph
which had saturated the American's
humor on this signal success proved
but Active' and transitory when inquiry of the etation attendants educed
the information that the two earliest
trains to be obtained were the 5:00 for
Dunkerque and the 5:87 for Ostend. A
minimum delay of four hours was to
be endured in the face of many con-

BRIEFLY

with a

rightful

Hobbs bad gone on to Bruges.
Kirkwood sped bis journeylngs with
an unspoken malediction and collected
himself to cope with α situation which
was to prove hardly more happy for

CHAPTER XXV.
the girl sat silent staring before her with sweet.
somber eyes.
Then, "In the

I

the

paused at Ghent they made an uuostentatlous exit from their coach, iiudIng themselves when the express had
rolled on into the west upon a station
platform in a foreign city at nine minutes past 1 o'clock lu the morning, but
Mr.
at length without their shadow.

withstanding."

tant to disturb her rest, such as It was,
Lis heart torn with compassion for
her, his sonl lmblttered by the cruel
irony of their estate.
If what he understood were true, a
king's ransom was secreted within the
• heap imitation leather satchel which
served her for u pillow. But It availed
her nothing for her comfort. If what
he believed were true, she was abso-

owners, If they are
And, If they are.
rightful owners.
why should Freddie Hallam go like a
thief In the night to secure property
I dont
that's his beyond dispute?
really think you owe your father any

you,

the rapid ebb of the money he had
taken from Calendar, dared not subject
bis finances to the strain of a night's
lodging at one of Ghent'3 hotels. He
found himself forced t» be cruel to be
kind to the girl, and Dorothy's cheerful acquiescence to their «oie alternative of tramping the street until daybreak <11(1 nothing to alleviate Kirk

wood's exasperation.
It was permitted them to « cupy α
bench outside the station. There the
girl, her head pillowed on the treasure bap. napped uneasily, while Kirkwood plodded restlessly to and fro.
up and down the platform, addling his
weary wits with the problem of

poor,

the future—not so much his own as
the future of the unhappy child for
whose welfare he bad assumed responsibility. Dark for both of them,
in bis understanding tomorrow loomed

darkest for her.
N'ot until the gray, formless light of
the dawn dusk was wavering over the
land did he cease his perambulations.
Then a gradual £tlr of life In the city
streets, together with the appearance
of a station porter or two. opening the
waiting rooms and preparing them
against the traffic of the day, warned
him that he must rouse hie charge.
&£4 etoo4 over bar, reluc-

Qt P&me4

1

: ts

+

splitting.

Some of these Landes shepherds are
vonderfully clever in the management
>f their stilts. They run races, step
>r Jump over brooks, clear fences und
vails and are able to keep their balince und equilibrium while stooping

the ground to pick up pebbles or to
wild flowers. They ft II prone
their
ipon their fares and
| terpendicuiar without an effdrt and
I η α single moment after tbey have
ιο

ι ruther

ι

assume

hus prostrated themselves.—Technical
,Vorld Magazine.

A VICTIM OF WORRY.
ΓΗ·

Man Who It Always Expecting
Gome Kind of Troubla.

There Is always a cloud on his face
he is constantly expectlug that
iomething unfavorable is going to hapI ten. There is going to be a slump In
msluess, or he Is going to have a loss,
>r somebody Is trying to undermine
ilm, or he is worried about his health,
)ecause

fears his children will be sick or
wrong or be killed.
In other words, although be has
ichlevcd quite a remarkable success,
ret he has never really had a happy
lay In his life. All his life this man
•r

to

been chasing rainbows, thinking
f he could only get α 1'ttle farther oil,
little higher up, he would be happy,
>ut be Is just as far from it as when

las

ι

boy.

I believe this condition bas all come
from the habit of uuhapplness which
te formed during his hard boyhood
ind which he has uever been able to
lie has learned to look for
overcome,
trouble, to expect it, uud he gets it
I have been his guest many a time.

bas a bcuutiful borne, a very
.-harming wife, a most delightful famlly, but there is always the same cloud
on bis face, the surne expression of
anxiety, of unbappiuess, of forebod·
Ing.
A little properly directed training in
his boyhood would huve changed bis
Lie

whole career, and he would have been
ι happy, Joyous, harmonious man Instead of being discordant und unhappy.
There Is everything in starting right
Into the first of life is pot
What is

put

Into tlie whole of life.—Success Magazine.
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Job Prihtinu —New type, fast preenes, electric
power, experience·! workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our boel
η β·» complete aud

populiur.

Coming Event*.
Jan. 4.—Oxford Pomona tirante. Notwav.
Jan. 4, 5,♦>.—Kxhlbltlon of Western Maine Poultry Association, South Parle.
NKW

ADVKKTlSKMKNTS.

.Standard Sewing Machine*.
The Cosmetic Value.
A New Year 1» with Γ s Again.
Worms.
Are You .Satisfied''
Special Notice.
About llyomel.
Cause for Alarm.
Notice.
2 Notices of A ppolntment.
Road Taxes In Unincorporated
Kree.
Cut Flower*. Plants, Kerns.
For Sale.
Wanted

Townships.

County Business.

The County Commissioners held their
regular December session last week, and
closed up the business of the county for
the year. The County Treasurer made
and it was
up his tiaancial statement,
is
prepared for publication. The report
signed by I)ean A. Ballard, Wellington
11. Eastman and Henry D. Hammond,
Commissioners, and George M.

Weat Pari».

THE OXFORD BEARS.

eized and appreciative
audience in Good Will Hall Wednesday
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
evening. Each part was well taken.
Excellent music was furnished by Miss
Lane and Mrs. Wardwell at the piano,
Paris Hill.
also Dr. Ο. K. Yates with his phonoFirst Baptist Church, Be*. G. W. F. Hill, paa
graph. The proceeds were satisfactory
lor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. to tb6 society.
Sun·lay 9chool at 12. Sabbath evening service
Ellsworth Curtis has recently received
at 7 Ju.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
Covenant Sleeting the last FrMay before
7 Λ0.
as carrier on mail route
All appointment
the 1st Sun-lay of the month at i Λ p. m.
No. 1 to till the vacancy caused by the
out otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
resignation of Clarence Stearns. Charles
was Mr. Curtis' substitute
Mrs. Columbia Parrie, who is perhaps Barden, who
received appointthe oldest person in town, being in her on Route No. 2, has
route. These changes are
ninety-sixth year, and very well preserv- ment to that
account of
ed as to her mental condition, had a fall to take effect Feb. 1. On
illness Mr. Barden will subrecently that confines her to the bed. Mr. Curtis1
2, and H. R. Tuell on
Although badly bruised, Mrs. Parris stitute on Route
these changes are made.
seems to improve somewhat giving hope Route 1 until
Miss Bertha Mann of Norway was at
for recovery.
last week.
Mn O. A. Thayer entertained the L. M. Mann's for a day or two
Miss Louise Griffith and Miss Lillian
Five Hundred Club Tuesday afternoon
been recent
a':d Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Thayer and Mrs. Tibbetts of Portland have
E. Wheeler.
Harlow had a whist party Tuesday even- guests of Mrs. P.
A. D. Coburn has moved his family
ing.
houses on Pioneer
William A. Barrows returned from into one of the new
Street.
Massachusetts last week.
have
The village schools
opened with
Austin P. Stearns returned Friday
of teachers.
from Boston where he was called by the the same corps
Mrs. Ο. K. Yates is confined to the
severe sickness of bis son, Seward, who
is at the City Hospital, and now on the house by illness.
Laura Willis, Lilla Young and Agnes
road to recovery.
to Paris High School
Our city friends may be interested to Gray have returned
to Norway.
know that the recent snow storm and and Helen Dexter
C. S. Bacon is quite ill at this writing.
gale that was so severe in Boston, New
Carl P. Dunham has recently fitted up
York and elsewhere amounted to very
Shaw &
little here, not giving us over four inches his store, formerly occupied by
a nice line of boots and
of snow, just enough for excellent sleigh- Martin, with
shoes and men's clothing.
ing.
Miss Emma Swan, who has been with
Emulus
taken
has
J.
Slattery
Joseph
a few days, has returned
Benson's place as watchman at the her family for
Crocker Iliil mine and the family have to Auburn.
The following officers of West Paris
moved to Crocker Hill. Mr. Slattery
Lodge, I. O. O. F. were installed Saturlias beeu quite ill since moving.
evening, Jan. 1st, by Emerson G.
rtlE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

PARTRIDGE

DISTBICT.

keck ITS.
Fond.
I.T.OUw 45
Cash In treasury. Jan. I, l'KXi
l,74'.i toRec'd on account county tax for 19»s,.
Ernest Thompson and
on account county tax for 1909,... iVI'.d 4;;
in
5,*>1 .'4 ing Mrs Thompson's
Fines and costs
3,<W5 1«
Wild land ami road taxes,
has gone
Mrs. Edith
2.543 91
Fees of connty othcers
2>*»4!» ton for the winter.
From sale of confiscated liquor,...
47 4")
The basket ball team
From labor of prisoners
13 75 is
From sale of wood,...
doing good work, and the
2 3o
From sale of hose
Ford and Eddie
2 5#
For use of telephone

Bryant's
Bryant

Pal·! costs of Supreme Judicial Court,.* 7,91>;44
County Commissioners' orders, In
du· ling payments on court house
27.7WM
addition,...
1υ.5&» 34
Salaries,
800 00
Interest on l-onde,
19*68
Law Library
lS,.Vf7 78
Cash on hand Dec 31,1»«,
*63.7tiSt»

Total

The financial standing of the county,
Dec. 31 st, was as follows:
LIABILITIES.
..#20,00000
Bunded Indebtedness, 4 per cent
.WIS
Bills allow· d and unpaid
«77 31
Due < >xfi.rd Law
Due on court house a Idltlon ;approxl

Library

4,00000

mately)

».·>,..Ο

i.·

KKSOL* RCE9.
l>uo from stile, wlM land
taxes

I'npaM countv taxe*
From «ale of wixxt and
water μΙ|>ο
Cash In treasury, Dec. 31,1J»0,
Liabilities in

excess

of

φ 4,537 9H
4'J»> 04

l\i$7 78

resourced

$·«,■« :»
t

1,»1- 'Jl

Mere and There.
It is 1910 uow. and it seems as if, for
the fu'ure, the blunder of miscalling the
years which has prevailed for the past
decade ought to be done away. As to
references to past years, it may of course
be expected to continue for some time.
It was a most persistent error, and peculiar iu its persistency and its général
prevalence. It began with 1901, which
number not permitting of easy condensation in speech, was by force of habit and
slovenliness of speech made to be spoken
as "ninety-one," and it continued with
nearly undiminished force through the
years. Doubtless about as many have
styled the year just closed "ninety nine,"
one
as called the
eight years earlier
"ninety-one," and the number of those
is a surprisingly
error
this
perpetrating
large fraction of the population in this
part of the world. If you have been a
juror sitting on a case which required
testimony as to various dates duriug the
past twenty years, you doubtless heard
more or less testimony which went unchalleng'Hl something like this:
Λ was In luni·, ninety-six?"
"O.
fhat was lune IStli. ninety six."
··_*
you know that it must have been
In court, on the street,
later than 1900.
and wherever dates have been named,
the error has persisted. But now the
"aught" ( »r the "ob," as the telephone
has trained us to call it) has gone out of
the number of the year, and those who
tind life too short to say "nineteen ten"
can say ten and no confusion will result.

^^While

It is

now

about

time

to

leave

Dr.

Cook to the oblivion which he deserves
and seems to court, but before turning

the sod on the incident it is fitting that
every one who has accused Peary of
boorisbness in connection with it should
feel himself corrected. Of course Peary
expressed himself pretty freely and bluntly, but, my dear boy, if you had kaown,
as he knew, what a fake Cook's claim
have done?
would you
was. what
Wouldn't you have said more, and begun
other letter,
or
some
with
a
it
bigger D,
than Peary did? Put yourself in his
place and tell us now, honest?
New Prize

Speaking

Contest.

that prizes
aggregating one hundred dollars has
been given to Colby College by Will
Hartwell Lyford, class of 1879, for the
an
Interschopurpose of establishing
lastic Prize Speaking Contest. The obis
to
contest
encourage pubject of the
in secondary schools and it
lic
Announcement

is

made

speaking

is open to young men attending preparatory institutions in Maine. The awards
will be made for general excellence in

declamation.
The following rules shall govern the
awarding of the prizes:
1.—Students offering themselves in

competition for the prizes must tile application, furnished by the Registrar of

at least one mouth before
the date set for the contest.
2.—The selections rendered shall not
be over six minutes in length.
3.—Contestants are required to speak
excerpts from orations or addresses delivered by well known public speakers in
comparatively recent years.
4.—Three judges, to be appointed by
the President of Colby College, shall
pass upon the work of the speaker·.
5.—The judges shall award the prizes
on the basis of 50 points, of which Interpretation shall count 25 points; Ap
pearance, 15 points, and Pronunciation,
10 points.
β —The awards shall b* made as follows: First prize, $50; second prize,
125; third prize, $15; fourth prize, $10.
The date of the contest is set for
March 1, 1910, to continue through the
afternoon, and evening, if it is fourni
necessary. This will give ample opportunity for preparation for the contest.
It is expected that a great number of
the state
young men from all parts of
will enter for the generous prizes. Further information can be had by address-

Colby College,

Herbert C.

Libby, Registrar Colby

ing
College, Waterville,

Me.

to

a

good

Curtis:

—

nearly all

re

elected:

8. Macduff.
Vlee-Supt.—Ella Bates.
Sec.—lennle Bradbury.
Ass-t. Sec.—Berthi Rlllon.

Supt.—I.

Treat.—l)ora Jarkson.
Lib.—Uenevra Tuell.

to Lewis-

to

ill with

600 cords Fine Bolts.
300 cords Spruce, Fir,
Bolts delivered to

factory.

200 M. Fine
livered to
mill.

or

Is a habit Tory

It is not what yoo eat but wbat yon

our digest and assimilate that does yon good.
and
Some of tbe strongest, heaviest
healthiest persons are moderate eaters.,
sick· j
There is nothing that will create
a

fleece

We urge everyone suffering from any
or
stomach derangement, indigestion to
acute or chronic,
whether
dyspepsia,
with the
try Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets, will redistinct understanding that we
or
fund their money without question
of this
formality, if after reasonable usewith
tbe
medicine they are not satisfied
We recommend them to our
results.
to
customers every day, and have yet
hear of any one who has not been benefited by them.

perfect

___

Ï

Given

A

Way

defy competition.

Special

By

Notice.
People

place.

Wo had an unpleasant trip from New
York. Left morning of the 10th, and
due at Eustis at 8 p. m. nozt day. Were
au hour and a half late at
Jacksonville,
and soon after passing Palatka our train
stopped, and we were told that the tender of the train ahead was off the track.
We ûnally reached Sanford, where we
change for Eustis, at 3 Sunday morning,
and had to wait for the train due at β: 10
p. u., which came in over an hour late,
so we arrived here at 10 p. m.
To add to the excitement, at 2:30 A.
u., two days before Christmas, wo were
informed that tho house was on fire.
Of course it did not take long to get up
and start to dress. Fortunately, by the
time we wore dressed, we were told the
fire was out, but that did not fully quiet
the nerves. The hearth of the chimney, a new house, was.laid over a pitch
pine sill with little concrete between.
The owner, after hunting all over the
house, as he could smell smoke as if
there was trouble somewhere, looked
under the house, which sits up on brick
piers some three feet, and saw the timber all ablaze, having caught from the

All

This is a real Florida day, warm and
bright, and hope it may continue. Of
course with all the storms north and
west we must expect to get some effects
even way down in Sunny Florida.
We are very well at present.
Κ. N. Prince.

A WILD BLIZZARD RAGING
brings danger, suffering—often death—
to thousands, who take colds, coughs
and lagrippe—that terror of Winter and

Spring.

Its

danger signals

are

"stuffed

up," nostrils, lower part of nose sore,
chills and fever, pain in back of head,
and a throat-gripping cough. When
Grip attacks, as you value your life,
don't delay getting Dr. King's New Discovery. "One bottle cured me," writes
A. ti. Dunn of Pine Valley, Miss., "after
being 'laid np1 three weeks with Grip."
For Bore lungs, Hemorrhages, Coughs,
Colds,

Whooping Cough, Bronchitis,

$1.00.
Asthma, it's supreme. 50c.
Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Many Children an Sickly.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children,
used by Mother Gray, a nurse In Children's
Home. New York, nreak up Colds In 24 hours,
cure Fevertshness, Headache, Stomach Troubles,
Teething Disorders, and Destroy Worms. At
all druggists, 29c- Sample mailed FREE. Ad51-41
dress, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. T.
When Ton Pnt On

annoyance. Sold Everywhere, 26c.
cept any tvbitUut*.

Don't ac5141

TO

TO

'09.'

APRIL 1.'09.
MAY 1. *09.

JUNE 1. '09.
JULY 1. '09.

AUG. 1. '09,
SEPT. 1,'09.

OCT. 1. Ό9,

YOU

Q
S

♦

-*■

Johnson Pants.
This is the time of year when a pair of JOHNSON
PANTS are almost a necessity to k<ep you warm and dry.
We think the Johnson Pant the most serviceable pant in the
are strictly all wool—the seams will
market
not

to-day.

rip—the

trimmings

are

of the most

60.884.80

178
201

63.346.68
66.537.22

214
230

63,476.66

72,015.59

84,173.30

82,025.61

Trust
Paris,

Company,
Main·.

Clocks,

Silver and Plated

/-*

pv Γ\

^
5γλ
lyl^riAlvL'^j
I_|

a

and

A Line of Suit Cases,
98c. to

$3.60.

J. F. Plummer,
Clothier and Furnisher,

31 Market Sq.,

-

South Paris, Me.

DOWN!
DOWN!
DOWN!

All

Cloth Coats

our

and

Suits

i^Price.

Jewelry,

6 Pleasant Street.

Paris,

early and get your choice.

Sincerely

Yours,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

Comfort for the

Feet!

This is the season when we are obliged
And let
to have comfortable Footwear.
us remind you that you can find here anything you need to keep your feet warm
assortment of all kinds
and dry. A

good

possible price.

E. N. SWETT SHOE CO

Ware,

South

Come

at the lowest

Spectacles and Eyeglasses.
ν

pockets

$3.60
Johnson Heavy Working Pant, $3.00
The Sampson, a very strong,
$2.60
serviceable pant,

55.019.02

60.029.77

244

atches,

oft—and the
serviceable material.
come

47.818.8β

104
118

143
159

NEW YEAR'S PRESENTS.

•

They

buttons will not

Johnson Raiti Proof Pant,

42.021.82

78

Come in and get some NEW MONET for Christmas.
We offer you our services.

T

♦

♦
♦♦
*

US.

DEC.V09, 272 105,666.86
SoutH

Co.

»♦«

$18.820.28

3 0

NOV.1,'09, 257

Raris

.79
1.00
1.50

$

Dayton Bolster

N.

Teposlts.

Depositors.

Stocking·

Of the heavier sort, do your shoes pinch, and
If you sprinkle
your feet «well and per»pire?
Allen's Foot-Ease In your shoes, U will give you
rest and comfort, and Instant relief from any

DOES

1, ·0β,
JAN. 1, ·0β.
PIB. 1. 09.
MARCH 1.

fireplace.

GROWTH

ANYTHING

D«C.

incuding

particular.

GRADUAL

IT

Discount.

THIS SALE IS STRICTLY CASH,

MAINE.

in every

MEAN

per cent

and Table Covers.

Check Account with a strong, careful, safe and successful
institution, that is growing, active and up-to-date

THIS

J

Rugs, Art Squares, Draperies, Couch

a

DOES

MAINE.

1.50 Shirt Waists,
2.00 Shirt Waists,

Start the New Year Right
By opening

Clothier,

$1.00 Shirt Waists,

Millinery and Fancy Goods,
SOUTH PARIS,

Price

Fancy China, Hall Lamps, Banquet
Lamps, Sofa Pillows and Covers,
Handkerchiefs, Sweaters, Skirts, &c.

WHEELER

M.

OP

Holiday 5tock,

our

Children's Winter Underwear and

S.

HOME

FOSTER,

One

25

greatly reduced prices to close oui
the Fall and Winter Millinery.
Also a complete line of Ladies' and

MISS

THE

stock.
Not expensive

YEAR-END HI IE

at

Hosiery.

IS

NORWAY,

HATS

Editor Democrat:
The Democrats have duly arrived.
Glad to got them. We And this a pleas
ant place but small, and not much tc
interest
outsiders.
Accommodations
very poor outside of the big hotel. Wc
havo a pleasant, sunny room, but have
to go a block for meals. That is not desirable especially when wo have had
many rainy days and all cold but one,
the 10th, when the thermometer reached 80.
Have had frost a number ol
times and ice three times. I think from
the lay of the land that it is a healthy

STORE

B.

H.

Idemtnds

Eustis, Fi.a., Dec. 28, '09.

Boys' shirts in white and combinations of colore, 50c.

50c and $1.00.

THI8

JOHN

always

Golf shirts in white and white

grounds with various colored
stripes and checks, 50c and $1.00.

HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES.

HorseBlankejgl

Peerless Fur Robes

shirts,

khaki, $2.00.
Heavy gray flannel overshirts,
all sizes, $1.00 each.
Men's Jersey overshirts in
gray,
heavy and warm, $1 00.
Men's Jersey overshirts, good
quality for 75c each.

either.

Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets, which give 16
At tbe end of that
treatment.
time your money will be returned to you
Of course, in
if you are not satisfied.

Discharge,

Bankrupt's

all wool flannel

We've all sizes and lots of kinds trimmed in many ways.

days'

FLORIST.

suits,

Heavy

gray, blue and

you have not purchased that fur coat yet.
Fur CofltS .«fetbaps
Tou had better come in here and look over our

and promote nutrition.
We urge you to try a 25-cent box of

Cut Flowers, Plants, Ferns,
P. CROCKETT,

25c and 50c.
Boys' union

We honestly bdieve Rexall Dyspepsia
They are
Tablets to be without equal.
made from the prescription of a physician
who devoted his time to the study and
They
treatment of stomach troubles.
give very prompt relief, stimulating the
secretion of gastric juices, strengthen the
digestive organs, aid to good digestion
and assimilation, regulate the bowels,

H. He will be muob missed by a large
chronic cajea length of treatment varies.
The people of the community were
circle of friends and the deepest symthe death on MonFor such cases we have two larger sizes,
the bereaved ones. saddened to know of
for
is
expressed
pathy
Rewhich sell for 50 cents and $1.00.
the 27th Inst., of Arthur, the sevenMonday afternoon Mr. Edwin C. Rowe day,
THE
GREENHOUSE.
AT
member you can obtain Rexall Remedies
his year-old son of Mr. and Mr?. Herman
passed away and was buried from Mr.
PORTER ST.. 80UTH PARIS,
Holt. He was sick with diphtheria
in South Paria only at our store,—Tbe
late home Thursday afternoon.
some weeks since, but was making a
Rexall Store. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Rowe had been in feeble health for two
wife good recovery, and was able to be out of
or three years, and the death of his
ltf
doors somo, when taking cold it delast June proved a great shock. About
NOTICE.
The funeral
into pneumonia.
three weeks ago Dr. King was called to veloped
The subscriber hereby elves notice that he has
of appen- was on Werineedav afternoon, conductoperate for a very critical case
administrator of the estate
been
duly
appointed
burijl
ed by Rev. P. H. Reeves, and the
dicitis, and to the surprise of physicians
of
at No. 4 cemetery.
M AMIR E. CASEY, late of Dlxfltld,
he rallied to a degree for a short time,
Miss Jessio A. Chapman has returned In the County of Oxford, decease I, and gives
hut soon failed until the end came.
All persons having
directs.
to Portland, going Friday and utoppini» bond* as the law
Rev. F. E. Barton officiated at the futhe eetxte of said deceased arc
demands
her aunt, Mrs. 0. C. desired toagainst the same for set'lement, and
neral and he was buried in the family over one day with
present
I
at Pryeburg.
! all Indebted thereto are requested to mske paylot where so few months ugo his wifo Eastman,
The past week has been the coldest of II ment Immediately.1903. FRANK W. MORSE.
was laid to rest.
December 21.«t.
Miss Miriam
Horrick, daughter of the season here, the thermometer get15
zero.
5
below
to
down
from
Judge and Mrs. Herrick, is spending her ting
Petition for
C. K. Chapman with his daughters was
holiday vacation at homo. Miss HerIn the matter of
)
rick is meeting with marked success in at Brown's camp Tuesday and WednesJOHN McMENNAMIN, } In Bankruptcy.
.*
day of the past week.
Bankrupt. )
studying music in New York.
Mrs. Elizabeth
Wiley is visiting To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of th<
Mies Helen Bisbee has gone to RockDistrict Court of the Uûltcd States for th<
friends in North Chatham and West
land to visit friends.
District of Maine:
Mr. Chester Bean and Miss Mildred Pryeburg.
McMENNAMIN, of Rumford, In th<
There was a well attended danco at
Keene of the Citizen office visited the
Maine, li
County of Oxford, and State of that
evenNorth
Lovell,
Friday
on tlx
Hall,
Grange
in
home
Sumner.
5 Λ Horse Blankets are
*ald
District,
letter's
respectfully represents,
last past, he was duly ad
of
23rd
January,
to
day
ing.
returoel
Ruth
known the world over as the
Miss
Boston,
King
Acts
of
tnc
under
Congresi
Tho anuual meeting of the Congrega- judged bankrupt
having been home to attend the wedbest, the strongest, the longest
to bankruptcy; that he has duly sur
tional church was held Friday afternoon. relating
Their generous size
rendered all his property and rights of property
ding of her cousin, Miss Mollie Carter.
wearing.
who has been and has fully compiled with all the requirement!
covers the horse, their warmth
Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rev. Franklin H. Reeves,
of
Court
orders
and
of
the
tocchlnf
Acts
said
of
the
for
for two years, will remain
protects him. We obtain them
Chapman held a wedding reception in pastor
his bankruptcy.
A large number were coming year. Ho and his wife aro highdirect from the factory and sell
Wherefore ho prays, that he nny be decree·
Odeon Hall.
al
from
a
full
in
Iho
esteemed
community,
discharge
by the Court to have
them at money-saving prices.
present to express good wishes for the ly
his estate under sali
C. H. Barker is at work for S. L. debts provable against such
debts as are ex
happiness of the bride and groom. After
bankruptcy Acts, except
Buy s BA Bias Girth for th· Sub!·.
1
had received their Plummer.
the bridal party
cepted by law from such discharge. A. D. 1909.
Buy · ÔA Square for th· Street
Dated this 10th day of December,
friends, about fifty couples enjoyed a
JOHM McMENNAMIN, Bankrupt.
East Bethel.
Plummer's Orof dancing.
season
We Sell Them
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
I
chestra furnished the music.
Happy New Year to all.
District of Maine, ss.
Mrs. Etta Bean has gone to Norway to
I On this 24th day of Dec., A. D. 1909, on read
West Bethel.
Also a fine line of
do dressmaking a few weeks.
lng the foregoing petition, It Is
Mr. Z. W. Bartlett has teams drawing I Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be ha<
Dip down the northern shore,
Ο ewoet new your delaying long;
lumber from his mill to Locke's Mills to upon the same on the 14th day of Jan', A. D
Thou rloet expectant nature wrong,
1910, before said Court at Portland, In said Die
be shipped to Berlio Mills Co.
Delaying long, delay no more.
trict,at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and tha
Λ. TKNNÏSON.
River
for
Alder
Officers elect
Grangf notice thereof be published In The Oxford Dem
am
In said
the kind that has
are as follows:
I ocrât, a newspaper printedand otherDistrict, It
! that all known creditors,
persons
"Merry, Merry ChrMmae, passed away,
M.— Euifcnc Bean.
and place
said
time
the
at
:
Interest,
may
appear
Happy, Happy New Year! shout to day.
O.—D. C. Foster.
»
thi
u any
navu, why
snow cause,
and
anil show
iiiuy have,
cause, If
nny they
S.-L. E.Cole.
Happy, happy Old Year, nevermore
tltloner should not be granted
g
prayer of said petitioner
Shall we taste the pleasure, past and o'er."
A. S.—Λ. H. Swan.
thi
t
t, that
And It Is further Ordered by the Court,
L.—Mrs. May Kimball.
cr
Clerk shall send bv mall to all known credltori
C.—Mre. Nina Swan.
satisfaction, and made in
of said petition and this order, addressei
"Welcome, still welcome, glad New Year!
copies
8.—Mrs Lizzie Bartlett.
to them at their places of resilience as stated.
May we perform thy duties here.
Farwell.
T.—Mrs. May
That In a brighter, heavenly sphere
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judgi
C.—Mre lantha Mitchell.
of the said Court, and the eeal thereof, at Port
We And a New Year without end.
P.—Mrs. Nanrtte Foster.
In said District, on the 24th day of Dec
land,
Where angel voices sweetly blend.
F.—Mrs. Carrie Bartlett.
A. D. 1909.
And heavenly shepherds their flocks tend."
L. A. S.—Mre. Mar Hastings.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk,
L.S.]
Carried in stocl
to
G. K.-A.L. Mitchell.
true copy of petition and order thereon.
Nineteen hundred and ton.
Organist—Miss Ella Farwell.
MES Ε. HEWEY, Clerk.
Attest
:-JA
L. D. Grover and wife entertained bis
third and fourth degrees were con
sister, Mrs. Elsina Coffin, on Christmas jTbe
ferred at the last session, and the harvest
Day.
feast spread. Installation of officers wil
Francis D. Mills worked in the Whitbe held at the regular meeting in Jan Of Importance to the
C. W. CLARKE.
ten £ Dennison post card house during
uary.
school vacation.
of South Paris.
NOTICE·
Mercury fell below the zero mark
F. Â. Shurtleff & Co. deeire to an
Lake.
The subscriber hereby give· notice that ho ba
Norway
first
time
for
the
Wednesday morning
nounce to the readers of the Democra
been
duly appointed administrator of th
Dr. Edna Π. Stephens of Somerville
since March 11th.
that they have been able to secure thi estate of
YOBK, late of Pari·,
ORRINGTON
A light fall of snow on Sunday made a Mass., spent Christmas at her father's
agency for Parisian Sage, the marvelou
In tbe County of Oxford, deceased, and glvei
Dr. C. A. Stephens'.
fine plaything for the wind Monday.
dandruff
cure and delightful hair dress
All persona havln,
us the law directe.
bonde
Miss Janet C. Stephens was at hom<
The roads remain in good condition
demand· against the estate of said deceased ar
lng.
to present tbe same for settlement, am
desired
for sledding, and lumber business ia Christmas.
to
state
are
&
Co.
F. A. Shurtleff
glad
all Indebted thereto are requetted to make pay
Milan Bennett and family are visiting
booming.
that Parisian Sage is a rigidly guarantee* ment Immediately.
They came fro* hair
Millard L. Mason is spending the holi- at C. F. Boober's.
LA FOREST A. YOBK.
Dec. 21st, 1909.
invigorator.
days with his wife and daughter in New Gilead.
It euros dandruff In two weeks by kill
is
NOTICE.
Hall
at
homo
from
Elden
Watervilh
Boston, Ν. H.
ing the dandruff microbes; it stops fall
The subscriber hereby gives notice that h
H. YV. Dennison of South Paris was for the Christmas vacation.
and splitting hai
haa been duly appointed executor of the lai
Alton Tucker is at home from Strong ing hair, itching scalp
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. P.
and testament of
or money back.
will
for a short time.
SOPHIA G. BISBEE, late of Parts,
Dennison, Christmas Day.
It is a most pleasant hair dressing
Asa
Frost
and
wife
their
visited
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and give:
daugh
wife
and
Eugene Martin,
daughter,
as it causes the bai
for
ladies,
All persona havln
especially
as the law direct·.
bond·
j
of Bethel Hill, spent Christmas with bei ter in Sabattus the past week.
in thickly and makee it luxu
against the estate of said deceased ar
Chester Flint and family have moved giow
for settlement, an
same
the
desired
to
parents, Mr. and Mrs. 6. W. Harden.
present
riant and lustrous. The price is only &
all Indebted thereto ure requested to make paj
Mrs. Marion Bell and husband of Ox- Into J. A. Roberts' house.
cents a large bottle at F. A. Shurtlel ment Immediately.
Charles Crockett and family from Nor
ford enjoyed Christmas cheer with her
HENRY R. ROBINSON.
Dec. 21st, 1909.
& Co.
(
way moved in where Chester Flint mov
mothor, Sire. G. D. Morrill
ed
out.
Good resolutions are now in order,
Mrs. Asa Bartlett, nee Lottie Dunn, ii
but on turning over new leaves it is best
to put the weight of a strong will upon stopping with her father and mother thii
winter. Her husband is at work in th<
them.
woods in Grafton.
Oxford.
Letter from Florida.
The usual Christmas exercises were

Men's Overshirts.
lined

Heavy, wtowm,
underwear In two qualities, 50c
and 11.00.
Jersey knit, winter weight
underwear, KOc per garment.
Camel's hair underwear, shirts
double breasted, $1.00 and 9150.
Cooper knit^gray wool. Jersey
knit underwear, $ 1 50.
extra
Medlicott underwear,
heavy all wool underwear, 12.50.
Men's union suits, $1.00 to 12.00.
Boys' fleece lined underwear,

dis-

disregard

FREE SERVICES

I

Men's Underwear.

than
ness or canse more trouble
Logs de-| ordered
stomach, and many people daily
maladies simply through
Kenney's contract serions
or abuse of the stomach.

Mfg. Co.

Mason

What?ver you purchase here, you'll find to have
merit, to Hiave value, to wear well, to look well. We
select only goods of dependable quality. We stand
back of efvery article and absolutely guarantee it
worth the price paid. We sell at one price only.

dyspepsia. Over-eating
dangerous to a person's
apgood general health, and Insatiable
of diabetes.
petite is a common symptom

iadigeation

Foplar and Hemlock

more

Disregarded.

le juat a natural d eelre of tbe
food necessary to replace
for
system
or
natural body waste. Loaa of appetite
etomaob distress after eating indicates

Appetite

AND MEDICINE
A reliable physician of thirty
his seryears' experience offers Wotufl
vices and medicine free.
lostay
yon like to be cured
cored7 If so. write him your
you a
symptoms and he will send
will do you
course of medicine that
so at
good and the prescription,
want more of
any time should you
from
it
can
get
■mh the treatment you
will not cost
the druggist and the medicine
a
month.
cents
and
or
twenty-five
favorable symptoms appeared
you over twenty
should
This is an offer every afflicted person
Sat- day.
have nothgrew weaker until he passed away
Jan. 3.
avail themselves of. You certainly
Monday,
commenced
Schools
he
his
family
lose and will benefit greatly from this
to
urday morning. Besides
ing
the
at
The Turner Band gave a dance
unparalleled offer. Address. J.WJicrrow.M.D.,
leaves four brothers. A. M. Edwards of
with a good attend- «ι State Sanitarium,
NorthBennlnjton,Vl.
Massachusetts, F. L, Bethel, Waldo, hall Priday evening
Pleate put 190 Main St. on your letter.
ance.
14
Nevada, and Herbert in California, and
X.
one sister, Mrs. Nel Phipps of Milan,

West Sumner.
Besides tbe tree at tho church there
was a
mauager*, were some family trees. There
Peverley, are very pretty little family tree at D. D.
Perley
ready to match them against any team in Small's.
Married in East Sumner, Dec. 24, by
this section.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clark of Wells \V. II. Eastman, Mr. Lynn J. Farrar and
Beach and Miss Alice P. Day are staying Miss Linnie B. Pratt, both of Sumner.
The bride and groom stood in front of a
a* William Day's.
George A. England, the socialist and beautiful green Christmas tree and were
author, aud a former resident of Wood- made one.
Whew! Jack Frost was out in force
stock, has gone to England for the purBoreas loudly blew
pose of studying economic conditions Thursday and Old
The mercury lingered
his trumpet.
'here.
all day and tbe
mark
the
zero
about
Mary, daughter of Thomas Green, is
ill with typhoid fever.
night was the coldest for the winter in
The dramatic c'ub are at work on a this vicinity.
The concert and Christmas tree in the
drama which will be presented in Janennary. Rehearsals will be held at the Baptist church Friday eveniog was
V. I. S. Hall.
juyed by a larg.i audience. The tree
Elmer R. Bowker is at home from was well laden and the children's bright
smiling faces well repaid all the labor of
IVby through the holidays.
The lumbermen are makiog the most preparation. The genial pastor, Rev. G.
of the present good roads, and large W. F. Hill, and his amiable wife were
imounts of pulp and cord wood are com- present and they too were remembered
ing to this station.
by Santa Claus.
Clinton Bisbce of Auburn spent the
A large crowd of young people were
present at the Christmas service held at Christmas recoss with his father, Sylthe B»ptist church Dec. 25. The tree vester Bisbee.
Frank Young, who stuck a nail in hie
was well loaded with presents aud about
was
remembered. left foot last week, is very lame. His
every one present
Charles Mclunis took the part of Santa foot is slowly healing.
Miss Nina Bradford of Paris has been
Claus.
Mrs. A. Fitzroy Chase of Kent's Hill visiting her sister Edith, tbe central girl
and Mrs. Estella O. Ford and daughter in tho telephone office here.
The ice harvest has begun and many
Ethel of Yarmouth were in town last
week to attend the funeral of Mrs. Lucy teams are engaged hauling ice from
The ice is of good
Pleasant Pond.
Chase.
State Missionary E. A. Davis is in town quality.
for a few days calling on friends.
Elroy Dean of Paris is boarding at Mr.
The cutters at the Grand Trunk quar- Horatio Chandler's. Mr. Dean has purry will tiuisli their work on Friday of chased a wood lot and has mon helping
this week. There is a prospect of some him cut and haul pulp wood.
John Heatd was taken suddenly 111
change in the buildings at the quarry in
the near future. It is the company's in- last Saturday. Mr. Ileald complained
tention to tear dowu the present sheds of not feeling well, but went to the barn
and rebuild with better and more con- to do the chores as usual. As he did
venient. New derricks will probably be not return Mrs. Heald became alarmed
The granite at this quarry is and on goiug into the barn found him
installed
of the '«est quality for building pur- lying on the tijor in an unconscious
poses, and the present job of work is to condition. He was at once removed to
be used in the construction of a depot at the house and Dr. Atwood summoned,
who feared pneumonia. At this writing
Chicago.
he is much improved.
Locke's Mills.
held at the churches on Friday and SatQreenwood.
The Christmas exercises were held at
urday evenings. Mr. A. J. Holden received a fine fountain pen from his class.
the church Friday evening. The chilThursday morning the temperature
Howard Davis is suffering from hemdren entertained the large audience with reached the
cypher for the tiret time
of the lungs and is very low.
their Christmas carols and recitations, this winter; the
morning previous it morrhage
Rev. Mr. Newton preached at the
after which the gifts from the two pret- failed to
get there by just one notch.
ty trees were distributed.
But the days are growing longer, having Congregationalist church Sunday.
There will be a public installation of
Miss Lorna Littlehale entertained her already lengthened three minutes, which
the officers of T. A. Roberts Poet and W.
sister, Marion, over Christmas.
gives us so much more time to get R.
C. on Jan. 15th at 1 o'clock p. m.
Eimer Fiske aud family spent Christ- round.
The Congregationalist Ladies' Circle
mas at Waterford.
Last week mention was made that
Abram Bryant of Auburn was in town Henry Morgan was at work for Charles met Wednesday with Mrs Charles Davis.
Frank Hawkes and Charles Durell,
a few days last week.
A. Dunham of West Bethel, cutting
who were called here by the illness of
Mrs. Abbie Trosk was at Bethel Thurs
spool timber. About that time he came Mr. G§0.
nawkes, have returned to
day.
home sick of a sore throat, which rapidMassachusetts. Mr. Hawkes is someMr. and Mrs. A. B. Bryant spent Sunly grew worse until Dr. Roseman came what
improved.
day at D. A. Thurston's at Rumford and removed tho cause that proved to be
The high school opened on Monday,
Corner.
an abscess.
He has now returned to his
Dec.
27.
Will Coolidge has recently purchased work.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Keene spent
a new Edison phonograph.
Soon after he came home his brother
There were several family gatherings Ray was taken with the disease, and Christmas at Auburn.
Joseph Hunting attended the State
Christmas day, and trees at Dudley Cot- finally it went
through the whole family,
Grange at Bangor.
tage and Elmer Cummings'
Friday but in a less serious manner.
Edward R. Faunce is at the Central
evening.
Mrs. Edgar Morgan is still with her
Maine General Hospital at Lewiston.
Mrs. Floyd Morgan,
daughter-in-law,
Albany.
Bryant's Pond, who became the mother
Hebron.
Eugene McKeen had the misfortune to of a girl baby on the 27tb inst. ConMiss Eva Barrows of Chelsea, Mass., is
have a tree strike his head aud shoulders
to
the
happy parents.
gratulations
at home on her vacation.
so as to require a physician to dress the
Speaking of babies, we received a
Mrs. Lang resigned her school in
wound.
Christmas card from our cousin, Mrs.
Gladys Grover, who was taken with Celestia M. Howard, West Minot, in- District No. β on account of ill Health,
sneezing recently, went to the hospital forming us among other things, that and Miss Margaret Girvaa of Bangor is
her place.
for treatment.
they have a fine little boy there, eight taking
Mr. and Mrs.
Nichols visited her
There was a New Year's dance at the weeks old, son of her daughter, Mrs.
mother at Minot Saturday and Sunday.
new Grange Hall Dec. 31st.
Alice Whitman, Laurie Burchard
by
TOose on the sick list this week are
of name.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett McKeen
Congratulation· again to tbe
Mrs. A. E. George, Miss
Elizabeth
Bethel were at J. F. Guptili's recently.
parents.
happy
The hunt dance and oyster suppor will
Phillips and Virginia Conant.
Miss Ida Leslie left town this week
be held at the new Grange Hall Friday
North Paris.
for the winter.
evening Jan. 7th.
Mrs. E. Q. Small and Mrs. H. S
A reception was given Rev. A. R.
Robertson of West Sumner and Mr. and
North Waterford.
Crane, D. D in the ladies' parlor of the
Mrs. Ε. E. Field spent Christmas Day at
church
Wednesday evening. Sandwiches,
Emily Knight is very sick with pneu- C. E. Peterson's.
cake and coffee were served, and Dea. A.
monia at her brother's, C. G. Knight's.
Walter E. Littlehale is at home from M. Richardson
Edith Knight, a trained nurse, is caring
presented Dr. Crane a
attending school at Durham, Ν. H., for purse of money as a token of love and
for her.
the holiday vacation.
Amelia Grover came to Parris Paige's
respect of the people. Dr. Crane has
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Field entertained been
pastor of this church for nearly
Monday where Gladys Grover was stop- at tea and Christmas tree in the
evening
ping, and had an operation performed Mrs. E. G. Small and Mrs. H. S. Robert- twenty years.
on her head, which seemed to do no
son of West Sumner, and Mr. and Mrs.
Dlckvale.
good, so they started Tuesday for the C. E. Peterson.
Mrs. Sylviria Morrill is quite low. I
hospital in Boston.
Mrs. Ida Brown and two daughters of
think she is the oldest person in town,
Edna, wife of Harry Brown, passed
Gorham, Maine, are at home with her
being in her ninety-fourth year.
away Dec. 23, after a long illness of
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Abbott.
parents.
We are having the coldest mornings
typhoid fever. The funeral was held on
The Western Reserve All Star Vaude- of the winter.
Tuesday and Wednesday
Christmas Day. She leaves a husband, ville
Co. played at Morrison Hall last of this week the
two sons, father, mother, and one sister
mercury registered ten
week.
below zero.
to mourn her lose, besides a great many
Will Cushman of Weld was in the
friends.
with her place last week and attended the Grange
Mrs. M. D. Brown was
Mrs. Parris Paige was called to Rumford Friday by the death of her brother, parents Christmas week with her chil- danoe.
James Saunders is working in CarthDaniel A. Lebroke. His remains were dren.
A. J. Abbott attended the State Grange age.
brought to his sister's. Mrs. Lizzie
Farmers are now harvesting their ice.
Jewett's, and funeral held there Sunday. at Bangor.
There is just snow enough for busiFrank Webb is cutting ice for the
East Waterford.
ness here.
farmers.
M re. Grover is away from home for a
B. W. Sanderson and wife of Mendon,
North Stoneham.
Mass visited his parents a part of last few weeks visiting friends.
Lee Andrews of North Lovell is at
week.
East Sumner.
work for Herbert Adams.
Miss Elsie Sanderson is at home for a
Lottie Adams ia staying this week
few weeks.
Owing to tbe continued ill health of
Miss Helen Sanderson came home Mrs. Sharon Robinson, their golden with her sister, Blanche McKeeD, of East
wedding anniversary which occurs on Stoneham, while Fred McKeen attends
Wednesday for a little rest.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Button and Miss Saturday, Jan. Stb, will not be formally State Grange at Bangor.
Vernon Judkinsis at work for Win.
Ida Miller of Waltham, Mass., spent the observed as intended. Still, their house
will be open to all friends, and letters of Gammon.
Christmas holidays at G. A. Miller's.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Gammon were
Wdliam H. Cbadbourne returned from hope and cheer will be most cheerfully
Mrs. Robinson, although up from Bridgton last week and stopped
the Central Maine General Hospital appreciated.
feeble, is able to greet with pleasure all at Charles Lawrence's.
Tuesday. He is doing well.
Jesse Edwards of Norway was at R.
B. G. Mclntire is in Harmony this who may call, and such calls are always
M. McKeen's last week packing apples.
week looking after business Interests welcomed with much delight.
Ina Hilton and Win. Gammon went to
Thanks are due to the many friends
there.
Leon York and John Grover are in who have sent in tokens of cheer to Bethel on business Tuesday.
is comflned to the
Zeno Fontaine bas bought a horse of
camp on the Mclntire road and working comfort one who
R. M. MoKeen.
house. They are much appreciated.
in the woods for Geo. L. Steven·.
here

Alter Eating1 Symptoms
that Should Not be

Wanted.

E.

After the installation the following excellent programme wa* given: Instrumental music, Messrs. Irish, Tuell and
Martin; reading, Marion Curtis; duet,
Maud Tuell and Reynold Chase; mixed
quartette, Madge Tuell, Alice Barden,
Ivan Tuell and Maynard Chase; trombone solo, Mr. Irish; male quartette,
Irish, Wheeler, Chase and Dunham.
Remarks were made by Rev. I. S. Macduff and several members of the order.
A good number partook of the oyster
and pastry supper furnished by the Y.
P. c. u.
Sunday the Universalist Sunday School
had its annual election of officers, which
were

than ordinary
Professor A. R. Prank of Boston, a life
was
long friend of Rev. Mr. Lamb,
present and sang several selections. Mr.
Ernest Packard was the reader, and bis
selections were much enjoyed. The programme follows:
Over the Fields of Clover,
former pastor, officiated. Mr. Edwards 1. Quartette,
Misses Mildred and Amy Shaw and
was born in Bethel nearly forty-two
Mr. Frank and Mr. Lamb.
Gould 2. Solo, On 8ong'e Bright Pinions,
years ago. After graduating from
F. M. Lamb.
Cariat
business
into
went
Academy be
Mr. Packard.
3. Reading,
A. R. Frank.
boo and later sold out his intorest there 4. Solo, My Little Woman
Quartette
and removed to Fort Fairfield, where he 5. Ripe Strawberries
Packard.
Mr.
not only met with marked business suc- β. Reading,
Mr. Frank.
Solo
7.
Packard.
Mr.
cess but also won the esteem of a large
8. ReadlDg,
circle of friends, several of whom came 9. Duet, The Sailor Sighs.
Mr. Frank and Mr. Lamb.
to Bethel to attend the funeral. Less
Quartette.
10. Good Night
than a year ago Mr. Edwards realized
A horse belonging to Mr. Prank Washthe need of rest from aotive duties for
No.
2, beburn, the driver of R. P. D.
a while and sold his business and home,
a wife came frightened and jumped suddenly,
of
his
with
consisting
and
family,
the sleigh and spilling Mr.
and daughter, went to Brockton, where upsetting
Washburn. The sleigh was considerhe had made all preparations for a trip
of ably damaged but fortunately no one
to California. He suffered an attack
an opera- was butt.
necessitated
which
appendicitis
Miss Myra Irish is sick with the
hostion, which was performed at the
and seemed a porfect grippe.
in
Brockton,
pital
Mrs. Lucy Shearman and children reunsuccess until the ninth day, when
he turned to their home in Portland Mon-

Auburn Sunday afternoon.
Monday the body of Delmar Edwards,
youngest §υη of the late Col. Edwards,
was brought to Bethel to the home of
his brother, F. L. Edwards, where funeral services were held Tuesday afterRev. F. E. Barton of Fairâeld, a
noon.

returning

Cause for Alarm.
Lobs of Appetite or Dietrees

When Teu're u Hoar·· u a crow. When
you're coughing and gasping. When you're an
old-.aahloned deep-f ated cold, take Allen's
SOo
Lang Balaam. Sold by all druggist·, 28c, 514t
and fl.00 bottles.

Lovell.

N. G.-C. H. Martin.
V. G.-G. L. Swift.
F. R. Henley.
U. See
F. Sec.—Hezeklah Farrar.
Treas.—Λ. D. Swift.
W.— C. H. Curtis.
Cora.—R. E. Shaw.
0. G.— E. G. Curtis.
1. G.—V. E. Elllngwood.
R. S. S.—J. R. Perry.
L. S. S.—C. F. Ring.
R. S. N. G.-W H. Lurrev.
L.8. S. G.-B. M. RlchirtUon.
Chap.—P. C. Flckrtt.
R. S. V G.-Uarol<l Swift
L. S. V. G.—C. L. Rtcharilson.

Ellsworth D. Curtis is very
family are visitpeople Ilartland. intiammatory rheumatism.

organized

6»

played

day

Mr. and Mrs James Barrett spent
Saturday and Sunday with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Wra. Mason.
X. J. Crofeau lost his horse recently.
Dwight Field is hauling pulp for ElCounty
roy Dean from West Sumner to Buck·
At wood. County Treasurer.
During the year the addition to the Held.
Miss Lizzie Ryerson is at work for
court house has been built, to accommodate the library, jail kitchen, etc. Steel Charles Kimball while his wife is at the
shelving and furniture has also been hospital.
substituted for the wooden shelving in
FORUKS DISTRICT.
all the fireproof vaults, and also placed
Mrs. Hannah S, widow of Edmund
necessihas
work
in the library. This
Dean, died ou Monday, Dec.
tated the payment so far of approximate- Sylvester
at the home of her son, A. Elroy
27,
buildthe
of
on
construction
the
ly $90<>0
Dean, on the old farm where most of
ing, and 3Λ000 for the steel furniture, her life was
spent. Mrs. Dean's last
and about *4O00 m^re will be required
illness was of about three weeks, and up
when tue tinal settlement with the conto that time sho had enj >yed good health
tractor h reached. As the county began
her life, and had done a
the year with a large cash bahtuce in the throughout
great deal of hard work. She was a
treasury, it has not been necessary to few weeks less than 80
years of age.
borrow anything for this work.
Mrs. Dean leaves three sons, A. Elroy,
The county tax assessed for 1009 was
who lives on the old farm, Ε. B. aud Al$■$0,091.ltf, of which $25,9*7.97 was ou bert E., of South Paris, and two daughtowns. Of this the only amount unpaid
ters, Mrs. John J. Hayden of South
is the tax on the town of Browntield,
Paris aud Mrs. Fremont H. Field of
04. The balance of the tax is on
Paris. The funeral was held at the
wild land·*, and public lands, and is
house at 10 o'clock Wednesday, and was
state.
the
to
charged
atteuded by Kev. Isabella S Macduff of
The statement of receipts and exWest Paris. One other daughter, Mrs.
folis
as
1909
the
for
year
penditures
Lark in Farrar of Buckfield, has died
lows:
within the year.

Total
EXPKNOITIHK.H.

the
Δη Engaging Position, under
luspicee of the Good Will Society, wa§

Bnckffeld.
Bethel.
Mr. and lira. P. R. Jordan of Portland
The three churches in oar village celefor
brated Christmas with a sapper and bave been with Mr. Jordan's father
trees well laden with gifts, and last Sun- the week, returning Saturday.
Mr. A. P. Warren waa taken suddenly
iay evening the Methodist and Unland Dr.
versalist societies held their Christmas ill with appendicitis Sunday
Williams of Lewiston performed a succoncerts.
afternoon
Mr. J. V. Hoit and family and Harry cessful operation Monday
by Drs. Heald and Marston,
Purington, who spent Christmas at the assisted
Bessie Cox of Lewiston as
home of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. with Miss
is doing well.
U. Parington, returned to Andover, nurse. Mr. Warron
The Ladles' Circle of the Baptist
Mass., on the early train Sunday mornchurch held a successful entertainment
ing.
at Nezinscot Rail WednesMr. Fred Chandler and family spent and supper
The entertainment was of
Christmas with Mrs. Chandler's parents, day evening.
interest and merit.

Maine.

Opera

·»

Hoibe Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
II
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Mm. Ε. X. Haskell bas been spending
several days with her parent* in Denmark.

Shaw'i

Miss Jessie McMillan of Lisbon Falls
was the guest of Miss Rose Murphy over

How many times have you alread;
written "lSOy" since it was dead?

Mies Amelia Bisbee, who teaches in
Arlington, Mass., has been here for the
holiday vacation.

Hon. J. M. Libby of Mechanic Falli
in town on business Thursday.

Bessey bas recently sold

fancy pair of 4-year-old
of Oxford.

oxen to

Miss Edith Maxwell, who teaches in
Melrose, Mass., bat» been spending the
holiday vacation at her home here.

J

Calilwel

Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro and family
left Wednesday for their new home u
Randolph, Vt.

Miss Louise Richards is
holiday season with her
brother, B. F. Richards.

spending
sisters

The annual meeting of the Citizens'
Telephone Company will be held at the
assessors' office this Monday evening at

7 ·&).

th<

Miss Isabelle Bryant has finished her
season's work as designer for Miss S. M.
Wheeler, and went Friday to her home
in Saco.

am

Miss Mabel G. Hathaway has been ai
homo for the holiday vacation from hei
teaching in Rockport, Mass.

!

F. and A. M.,

Paris Lodge,
the Ε A. degree

k

Ά

Ρ
Β

k

f

|

one

L

I

home
George H. Clark has been at
for the past ten days for the holiday
vacation from tbe Massachusetts Insti-

Technology.
Superintendent of Schools L. M. Felch
of Norway occupied the pulpit at tbe
tute of

Miss Maud Carter returned Sundaj
her school in Dorchester after spend
ing the Christmas vacation at home.

to

Next Sunday
Kev. E. A. Davis of Lewiston will speak
there.
The annual meeting of the Oxford Co.
Fruit Growers' Association will be held
in Paris Grange Hall Jan. 11th at 2
P. M.
All fruit growers are requested
to be present.

Baptist church Sunday.

A Phillips man is about to build a
house of cement, and it is referred to id
that section as a valuable experiment
The annual meeting of the I niversalist parish will be held Tuesday eveoIng of this week at Good Cheer Hall.

Mis* Carrie A. Gray has been at home
for a few days from South Framingham,
Mass., where she has a position with the
Dennison Manufacturing Co.
Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stearns will close
their house here some time this week,
and go to spend the winter with their
daughter, Mrs. K. C. Park, at Bethel.

very

way home. Her return was hastened by
the death of her brother, F. C. Whitehouse.
The new sign, Public Library, has attracted unto itself some criticism. The
signe Alls a lung felt need but it is said
that it is somewhat at fault as to the
hanging. It is presumed when the man
who put it up discovers its true condition be will at once correct his error.
Nye Gilbert of Rochester, Ν. H., made
his parents a short visit Christmas.
Arthur E. Morrison and wife, now of
Bangor, are visiting Mrs. Morrison's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Howe.
Miss Maud Pike and friend, Miss Ethel
Thompson, of Nebraska, are at Mise
Pike's home for a few days' vacation
from the Boston Conservatory of Music.
On Saturday, Dec. 25, Columbus Richardson died at his bome on upper Main
Street of pneumonia. He was born in
Greenwood, Oct. 29, 1834. He lived in
Norway nearly all bis life. His first
wife was Helen Sbackley. They had
nno son, F. U.S. Richardson, of Auburn.
His second wife was Lizzie E. Libby,
who with one son, Arthur L. Richardson, survives him. Mr. Richardson was
At the
a member of Co. H, 23d Maine.
time of his decease he was commander
system we lived—private ownership 01
A. R. In
collective ownership, Socialism or other of Harry Ruet Post, No. 54, G.
and in reism—for every man would always do the politics he was a Republican
ligion a Universalist. Funeral services
right thing by bis neighbor. Then the were
held at the Universalist church on
But most
millennium would be here.
Rev. M. C. Ward
of those who cherish the hope that some Monday afternoon.
time the Kingdom of God will come officiated.
The annual parish supper at the
upon earth, do not expect it in its fullCongregational church will be held Wedness for Borne eons of time yet.
Jan. 5th. The usual
Many thinking people of calm judgment nesday evening,
matters of business will be attended.
and in no way radical in their views, be
election of officers will also
lieve that in the shifting of conditions The annual
which has come in the past seventy-five take place at this time.
Two Finns, John Maki and Ollie Mcyears with the great progress of invenwere before the Municipal
tion and the close organization and de- Kten of Paris,
Court ricently and fined each |3 and
velopment of industries, taken as a
whole the laborer has not received his costs, in each case $15 85. They paid
fair share of the large increase of prod- and were discharged.
Irving Frost bas returned from his
To correct
uct which has resulted.
for the winter.
that condition, and so to order things work at Poland Spring
his work there
that there may be, not equality of con- He will probably resume
in the spring.
dition, which can never be, but someEarl Thibodeau of Tufts College is a
thing nearer equality of opportunity
the College Glee Club. He
than now exists, is a problem to which member of
to join
students of economics may well addrees went to Portsmouth on Tuesday
the club and make a tour through New
But
are
as
doing.
many
themselves,
and Vermont.
theprocees, whatever form it may take, Hampshire
Tlie annual parish meeting of the Unimust be by a gradual readjustment, not
society will be held at Concert
accomplished by confiscation or an versalist
Hall
evening, Jan. β. The
abrupt overturn Of the social order. Cer- usual Thursday
business reports will be made,
tainly the remedy is not to be found in business transacted
and election of
the programme of the present-day Socialofficers. The annual parish supper will
ists, which starts from a false assumption
1)6 served.
aud iands nowhere.
Israel Klain of Athol, Mass., is the
State Entomologist E. F. Hitchings of guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mau-

cious half-statement that "Labor produces all wealth." It is a good rule of
economics, that in the division of the
Rev. T. C. McKelvey.
product of industry, capital and labor
are reapectively entitled to that ahare of
the product which they have produced.
That ia a good statement of the principle
which should goverD, but needless to
say it is extremely difficult to put into
practice and determine with mathematical accuracy.
Having stated the alleged wrong, the
The King's Business.
Socialist atates the remedy, which is
are
to
of
Paris
South
The churches
"the collective ownership of the indusunite io evangelistic services beginning
tries," or in the phrase so much affected
Jan. S and lasting uDtil Jan. 25. The
by the Socialist orators, "the municipalspeaker will be Rev. T. C. McKelvey of ization of all induatry.11 A vague term,
assisted
will
be
Ho
Fa.
by
Àlleghany,
but implying a revolution which would
his daughter, Miss Myra McKelvey,
carry with it such an overwhelming
cornetiet. Meetings every night except horde of
practical problems to be solved
Saturdays at the Baptist church at 7:30 as would stagger the wisest, yet we have
Gond music at every service. never heard a Socialist even mention one
p. m.
Every one is cordially invited to attend. of them. Sufficient to name the panacea.
Edward Bellamy, who really did a great
service for mankind, disposed of all the
problems easily, but ho did it by a very
simple expedient. With a stroke of his
pen he removed from human nature the
element of greed. If that could be done,
it would make no difference under what

Miss Hose A. Murphy entertained
few guests Saturday evening, in honor of
Refreshher guest, Miss McMillan.
was
ments were served, and the evening

pleasantly spent.

The fireproof doors between the court
house and jail and the fireproof addition
■
season arrived Thursday,
built the
Β District Deputy President, Mrs. Wal- arid have past
been put in place. A little
of
lace Strickland, with her corps
late, but better late than never.
will go to Norway Friday
The Good Cheer Society will meet
of tbin week to install the offiwith Mrs. L. B. Carter Wednesday, Jan. !
of Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge.
3, at 2 p. μ to make arrangements for 1
The regular monthly supper of the their annual fair. It is hoped as many
for
■ Universalist Good Cheer Society
members as possible will be present.
■ January will be on Tuesday evening of
at
Tie Universalis! Sunday School on
feW.
4tb.
Supper
this week, Jan.
I
■ There will be nu eutertainment. Sup- Sunday cho*e the following officers to
serve for the coming year:
Β per l-r> cents.
Superintendent— Δ. L. Holmes.
is with
Mrs. George A. Wilson, Jr
Secretary and Treasurer—Ε H. Farrar.
Mr.
WUWalter
Librarian—Miss Maud Douglas·.
L.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Gray.
ff
son, who has been manager of the teleMr. and Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler went
phone exchange at Blaine and Mars Hill, Friday to spend a week at their sumis now in the grocery business in Brigh- mer cottage, Camp Mooween, at Shagg
ton, Mass.. and Mrs. Wilson will go there Pond.
Roy E. Oole and Miss S. M.
a little later.
Wheeler visited them there Saturday
"Shurtletf A Farrar" is the new firm at and Sunday.
the old grain mil! where A. K. Shurtleff
j Relatives and friends here have receivhas been in business for many years. ed news of the birth of a son, Roy
Mr.
of
first
the
January,
Beginning
win, to Mr. aud Mrs. Roy E. Strickland,
Shurtleff takes into partnership K. U. in Schenectady, on the 21st of DecemFarrar, who has been in his employ at ber. Mrs. C. E. McArdle, who is grand-,
the mill for a number of years.
mother of the new arrival, started Sun-1
to tbe StrickEver see any warm ice? The Demo- day morning for a visit
'
crat may have seen it numerous times, lands.
mornbut never noticed it until Saturday
The Universalist Good Cheer Society
ing The temperature was some below held its annual meeting Wednesday
was
coming afternoon, and elected utficers as follows:
zero, and a load of ice which
was
up the street, just out of the river,
President—Mrs. Charles A. Young.
steam
air
that
the
than
Vice-Preeldents—Mrs. C. U. Thayer, Mrs.
so much warmer
Λ. Abbott.
George
has
a
It
it.
from
was rising
peculiar Treasurer—Mrs.
A L. Holmes.
look when you tiret get your eye on it.
Assistant Treasurer—Mrs. W. L. Farrar.

λ

ON

All those having books belonging to
the Universalist Sunday School are kindly requested to bring them in on or before next Sunday.

con fer ret

candidate at a
special meeting Tuesday evening.
Mr» M. C. Glover has recently return
ed home, after a visit of some weeks tc
friends oo Crockett Ridge, Norway.
on

traduction

Sunday.

was

Marion

NORWAY.

noon.

SOUTHPAEIS.
Fred H. Pike ie attending
Business College in Portland.

arm or îuna.
with which to apply hie atreogtb, an88 :
other element betldM labor enter· Into
[OXFORD.
Court of Comity Commissioner·, December sesThat elethe matter of production.
bIod, A. D. 1909, held at Pari·, within and foi
Mr. and Mrs. George Culllnan have
ment la the accumulation from previous
tbe aald County of Oxford, on the last Tuesday
moved from upper Main Street to tbeii
the
accumulation
of
that
and
goeaby
December, A. D. 1900, being the 28th day ol
labor,
new home on Orchard Street.
•aid month.
In
the
of
name
preaent
capital.
general
P.
visited
Mra.
Moaes
Stilea
and
for the County
highly developed atate of industry, when in Capt.
rpHE County Commissioner·
Portland a few days thia week.
χ of Oxford, In the month of September, A. D.
practically everything is done by maas provided by law, made actual Inspection
P.
1U09,
M.
Bial
F.
Bradbury, Capt.
Major
chinery, there m uat be in many llnea of
the Connty roads duly located and open for
John W. Nash and Col. A. of
a large amount of capital Stiles, Capt.
travel lying in unincorporated townships and
the
J.
Stearns
attended
of tand hereinafter mentioned In said
tracts
given
by
banquet
efore labor can produce a thing. There
the officers of the Firat Regt., N. G. S. County, for the purpose of ascertaining the conare two elements to production, labor
dition of said roads and estimating the amount
and capital, both absolutely neceaaary, M., of Maine at Portland Friday evening. needed to put the same in repair so as to be safe
travel; and It appearand both entitled to compenaatlon for Major Bradbury waa one of the speakers and convenient for public
on said Inspection that said roads were not
There of the evening. The first regiment or- ing
their part in the production.
in good repair and not safe and convenient for
will probably be in all agea some men ganization will after Jan. 1st, '10, be- purposes of public travel and that a tax should
be assessed on said lands for tbe repair of said
who will believe that capital la entitled come matter of history.
Crews of men are at work on the lake roads therein ; they do therefore on the 28th day
to no return for ita use, but it will never
of December, A. D. 1909, adjudge and order that
is
ice
The
for
next
season.
be possible, ao long aa men generally cutting ice
the following sums be assessed and the same are
unretain their common aenae, to bting any tbiok and clear and is reported to be of hereby assessed upon the following lands Inherethe
a
townships and tracts of land
incorporated
During
very superior quality.
large fraction of the whole population to
inafter mentioned, for the purpose of repairing
past few years it has become the prac- the roads passing through them during the year
that point of view.
The primary propoaition of the So- tice of nearly every farmer in town to 1909, to wit:
claliat la just as bad a fallacy as that put in a supply of ice. Very many peoAndover West Surplus, for the purpose of
in the village also bave their ice
repairing that part of the County road leadother, which we have heard just aa ple
from Andover Corner to Upton which lies
houses
filled
each
winter.
ing
cornea
wealth
all
gravely atated, that
seventy-seven dollars
The town is being canvassed by a Lew- in said Surplus the sum of as
from the aoil, therefore the tillera of the
follows:
and fifty cents is assessed
aoil are the only producera, and all iston Daily Sun representative for subα
■
scribers.
wealth abould belong to them.
£
α
been brought into
Having atated his first propoaition, the theMany apples have
<
i
the
week
for
Ϊ
shipment.
·„
place during
Socialist proceeds to talk on the calm
The general opinion seems to be that
s
é ?
I
assumption that the laborer la not getin
make
a
mistake
fruit
big
growers
ting what belongs to him. No Socialist
Ilenry W. Dunn, part of home100 $ 125 $ 1 26
He rarely even holding their fruit until late in the seastead,
ever argues that point.
The
International Paper Co.,
son.
He assumes it
states it in direct terms.
6200
7625 76 25
balance of township,
Mrs. Alice M. Marston, who some
It
aa a fact and basea bis talk upon it.
time
went
to
Va.,
Fredericksburg,
ago
$77 50
is a matter of argument, but It is
And Henry W. Dunn of Andover North Surdifficult to prove or disprove, and it for the winter with her brother, Ε. B.
has returned to her Nor- plus is appointed Agent to superintend the exoan certainly not be proved by the falla- Whitnbouse,
of the same according to law and Is

Mrs. X. D. Bolster entertained the
Ladle·' Flinch C!ub Wednesday after-

She φχίβχΛ flemotrxl

B
■assistants,

^■evening
Hcers
■

Miss Myra McKelvey.
Now

for the

The

Poultry Show.

Knife That Divides.

i

penditure
required to give bond

as

|

j

k

I
I

large]

—
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Β

[
I

Letter)

j

You Need Account Books.
Cash, Ledger and Journal, all styles and sizes, 35c to $6.00
Diaries.

5
*

Ο

55

S
Q

°

Ζ

2

J?

>

The place to buy the above, as well as Stationery and Writing
Materials of all kinds, is at the Pharmacy of

6 00

200
120

6 00
21 00
6 00
3 60

Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett and
Henrv Abbott, lots No. 31432,
George E. Smith, timber lot,
Ε. I. Brown, John Small farm
and lot on Sawyer Brook,
International Paper Co.. E.
Plummer lots 43. 44, 45 A 46,
International Paper Co., lots

ICO
160

225
'200

6 75
6 00

300

375

1125

400

600

15 00

700

The Cosmetic Value

of correctly prescribed lenses and properly fitted glasses is far greater
Reduce the eye-str.iin aud the wrinkle*
than cream and rubbing.
will disappear.
by requesting our advice
You incur no

A

SOUTH

j
j

a

Like all merchants

we

little the best business

we

A merchant's

patronage,
new ones.

stocks

§ubllc

j

For Sale.

About

Complete

Hyomei.
Only

success

and his

ability

anxious to make each year
That's cur ambition
ever had.
are

I

Large Bos

II

î

quality

and

I

i

reputation

a

F.

of

Square Dealing.

CO.,

NOYES

H.

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS.

COATS AND SUITS

Marked Down.

Ladies' Coats

a",ΐ Ladies' Suits

desirable

Worsted

shades, of wide wale

Kersey,

Worsteds.
and

hipless

pleated
with

jet

Styles,

si

military,

and Black of serges, herringbone
worsted, broadcloth and the new

Fancy

and

Broadcloth

mi-fitted,

some

Bedford

with

Cord,

quality satin,
jet and braid.

many trimmed
buttons and braid.

skirts,

all lined v\ith fine

some

trimmed with

Ladies' Furs and Fur Lined Coats
and Children's Coats at
Greatly reduced prices.
If you

itate

too

are

in need of

long but

a

Suit

or

come at once

Coat don't hesand look them

and try them on while the assortment is
large, because there are many people who have
been waiting for this Mark Down.

over

Norway, Maine.
STANDARD
SEWING

|

Testimonial from Eminent Oculists

JL
·>·

nw

MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,
South Paris.
DOIM'T

BUT

WITH

GO

BUY

PAIR

A

Ladies' Slippers, Juliets and Bals,

(Men's

Bals.

Also

...

$1.00, $1.25, $1.36.
$1.50, $2.00, $2.60.

Goodyear Qlove Rubbers—always

FR0TH1NGHAM,

reliable.

South Paris.

Team Bells 1

Sleigh Bells !

Swedish Bells !

Body Bells !
Sleigh

OR

Felt Shoes.

Dolgeville

Worms W. 0.
TRUEJfMEIixIr

inVryeburg,
'?η

have

YOURS TO SERVE,

Cures

^"'Norway,

we

With your co-operation we hope to make the coming
year one of mutual benefit and profit to us both.
Thanking you for the past year's favors, we are

MI-ONA
indigestion

!a.

because

VARIETY,
BEST QUALITY,
THE LOWEST PRICES.

ARE YOU SATISFIED
WITH YOUR STOMACH?

50 Cents

and better

$1.00.

LIFËfsÂFER.

!a.

the s:ze of his

bigger

Your Clothier,
THE

consistent with

on

customers and add

hold the old

have for your selection.

BEST

THE

depends largely

to

the business the

larger

The

we can

We want to be

I

J

the Year 1910.

for 1910.

_

j

Cooperation during

llieilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIMIIIIIIIMIIIII
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j

Your

Like

Would

WE

And it is hereby ordered that tbe tax assessed
against Chas. Chase, Preston F. Austin, F. A.
Lovejoy, Henry W. Dunn, Andrew Abbott,
C. A. Burgess, Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett and
Henrv Abbott, George E. Smith, and Ε. I. Brown,
togetner with $312.56 of the taxes of the International Paper Company, amounting In all to
$133.16, be expended upon the road leading

Sabllc

MAINE.

PARIS,

BLUE STORES.

$536 84

I
I

obligation

about your eyes.

40,41,42,47,48, and Marston
800
1000
30 00
lot,
International Paper Co., remainder of township except
9900 12375 371 24
public lots,

I

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

>i

200

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

■

200

CO.,

SHURTLEFF &

A.

F.

Η

100
2>K)
160
86

$2.00 each.

Almanacs.

Chase, R. L. Morton
600 $1200 $36 CO
homestead,
9 00
300
Preston F. Austin, homestead, 200
9 00
200
300
A.
H.
Lovejoy, homestead,
Chas. Chase, standing timber
on same,

each.

Old Farmers', Maine Farmers', Leavitt's and Hicks'.

Chas.

Henry W. Dunn, oldS. Lamed
homestead,
Ilenry W. Dunn, homestead,
Andrew Abbott, lots No.22A23,
C. A. Burgess, lot No. 30,

roc to

All the Standard kinds,

as

said Surplus, and also so much of the Black
Brook road, so called, as lies within said Surthe sum of live hundred and thirty-six dolplus,
lars and eighty-four cents is assessed as follows :

Again.

A New Year is with Us

of

for tbe

so

j

IÇIO^.
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purpose
Surplus,
much of the County way leadON
repairing
lies within
ing from Andover Corner to Upton
Andover North

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

A. Shuttle» & Co.

the law directs.

Editor Democrat :
It is a generally accepted proposition
WESTERN MAINE ASSOCIATION'S FIRST
that "Labor produces all wealth."
AT SOUTH TARIS THIS WEEK.
Charles M. Schwab, former president
from Andoverto Upton, and Burt Dunn of Andover North Surplus Is appointed Agent to exof the U. S. Steel Corporation, said:
the >>ame, and Is required to give bond as
pend
Tuesday, Weduesday and Thursday of "The only item of expense that enters
the law directs. And tbe balance of said tax
assessed against the International Paper Comthis week, Jan. 4, 5 and 0, are the dates into the production of any article anypany, amounting to $103.68 be expended upon
>f the first show of the Western Maine where in the world is the item of labor."
the Black Brook road, and Burt Dunn, aforeAbraham Lincoln said, "No good thing
Poultry Association, and New Hall,
said, is appointed agent to expend the same,
has been or can be enjoyed by us withand Is required to give bond as tbe law directs.
South Paris, is the place.
labor."
The Western Maine Poultry Associa- out first having cost
Ν Township Letter "C" for the purpose of
called,
If you are not yet satisfied that labor
tion was organized during the past sea·
repairing the Black Brook road,theso "Carry
little
reasona
do
lying In said townehlp, and inalso
ion, the breeders of Paris and Norway produces all wealth,
said township,
so called, which lies
Road",
It
matter.
the
to
in
regard
being the promoters of the undertaking. ing yourself
the sum of four hundred and ninety dollars and
Dffioers of the association are as follows: is a fact. It is a fact also that labor
twenty-five centi Is assessed as follows:
it
near
or
all,
not
Parle.
does
anywhere
à
get all,
President—A. E. Shurtleff, South
j
Vlce-Preeldente—R. O. Potter, Norway; A. E. creates, which is the entire wealth of
S
£
Clark, South Parle; Β. J. Flint, Waterford; Dr. the world. If it did, the workers would
ru. L. B. Ca«Ur.
Secretary—M
E. A. Wight, Poster's Mille.
The Methodist Sunday School had a
ιo«a»
Assistant Secretary—Mrs. J. D. Haynes.
all bo "well to do," and the shirkers
r
Secretary—E. P. Crockett, South Parle.
S
k record attendance of 133 on Sunday. A
>
Ο
Η
V5
Ο
Mical
Mount
Assletaut Secretary—W. C. Th:»yej, South would be without a supper and a shirt.
of
members
About fifty
session
the
of
feature
day's
pleasant
Parle.
But what is the situation? Isn't it just
Union Water Power Co, of
I wa·» the presentation of a purse of money Lodge, I. O. O. F visited Xtzinscot; Treasurer—D. H. Bean, South Parle.
svcaliod
Lewiston, dam, lot and buildat Buckfield Saturday evening,
Director»—A. E. Shurtleff, R. O. Porter, E. P. the reverse throughout the
200 $7000 $129 60!
to Dr. C. L. Buck, who was last week Lodge
ings,
L
the second degree was worked by' L-'rockett, W. C. Thayer, D. il. Bean, L J. civilized world? It is. Lincoln said: "It
T. U. Coe, one-third, David Pinelected superintendent for the twelfth and
II.
E.
Norway,
Parts,
South
Livjoy,
of tbe party Γ.γΙκι,μ,
Most
has
so happened, in all ages of the world,
Ann Maria Wheatland
Mica
Mouut
gree,
Lodge.
I term. The full list of officers of the
and Anna P. Peabody, twoI M.Thayer. Parle Hill.
that somo have labored, and othersl
got back to South Paris about 2 o'clock
H school elected is:
thirds of remainder of said
Entries for the show, which closed
without labor, enjoyed a
in the morning, and report a fine time,
have,
townehlp except public lots, 19500 19500 360 75
^B Sui't.—C* !«· Buck.
Dec. 25, insuro a good lot of poultry.
of the fruits. This is wrong,
that paid well for the uecessary exerportion
I Asst. Supt. ao>l Sec.—George F. Farnum.
tbe cash prizes given by the
Besides
$490 25
it
does
But
and should uot continue."
Treasurer—Ueorae D. Robeitson.
tion.
issociation, a large number of specials exist and continue. Now why? Because]
■ Librarian-*· C. Or. I way.
It Is hereby ordered that the tax assesed
numa
offered.
are
Co
merchandise
($120.50) be
H 8ui>t. Home Dept Mr·* IV *wcu.
u cash and
Miss Grace Dudley entertained
against the Union Water Power
of the knife that divides the products of
Β Supt. Prlmarv bept —Mr·. H A Morton.
expended on the Black Brook Road In said townof the young people at a new year The score card will be used in judging,
ber
and
North
into
two
Andover
consequently,
Surplus
parts,
ship, ami Burt Dunn of
!*upt. Cra'lle Roll—Miss Clora Godwin.
twelve and tbe name of the owner will not be labor
party Friday evening, at which
Is appointed Agent to expend the same and is
Waterville, who is in charge of the or- rice Klain.
into two classes. That knife
deAnnie and Sara Danforth are at home required to give bond.
Harry M. Wheeler of this place, who were present. Flinch and other games placed on an exhibit until after it is society
of
the
woik
of
means
the
social
of
agricultural
charding
The tax assessed against Coe et ale, ($300.75) to
Β has for the past six months been assist- were played, and light refreshments scored. Silas Bartlett of Lewistou and private ownership
and exchange of the necessi- partment is sending out communica· for a few days wih their father, James be expended on the Carry Road In said townthe state superintendent ι Γ were seived, making a very enjoyable George P. Coffin of Preeport will act as production
■ ant to
and Albert .lenne of Roxbury Is aplife. Those means which labor tions to the secretaries of the different Dauforth.
of
ship,
ties
V schools, closed his work in that position evening. The festivities continued long judges.
The Methodist church will observe a pointed Agent, and is required to give bond as
has made and must use to purchase more state and county fairs for the purpose of
the law requires.
V with the first of January. In his posi- enough to watch the old year out and
the
with
It is expected that all score cards and of human
in
fruit
better
week
of
prayer, commencing
needs, is called capital. "Capi- encouraging the raising of
I tion he has been inspector of high I the new year in.
"C" Surplus, for the purpose of repairing
ribbons will be up Wednesday morning. tal is
of new year.
only the fruit of labor, and could Maine by making the premiums
so much of the County road leading from
schools under the law passed by the ast
number of birds have been
A
to
this
line
Mrs.
Etta
M. Davis, after five weeks
large
first
sufficient
had
not
along
importance
Rural
not have existed it labor
to Upton as lies In said Surplus, the
Oxford
The
Andover
County
to
him
to
I legislature, and it has fallen
' entered from various points in the state,
be attractive to the farmers so that they at the Central Maine General Hospital, sum of fifty dollars is assessed as follows:
existed," says Lincoln.
Carriers' Association held its annual
as the local entries, and the show
organize the work, which was a new
entire tract, supposed to contain nine {
well
bome.
the
as
her
the
to
ban
returned
exhibitions
make
better
Upon
will
the
coming
Thel
railways,
Labor built the factories,
at South Paris Saturday.
hundred acres, exclusive of
thing in that brauch of the state school meeting
is sure to be interesting, not only to
The Christmas concert at the Uni- thousand, three
}
the steamships and lines of communica- fall than ever before. Mr. Hitohings
of the association will be at 1
and owned one-third by T. U. Coe of
next
meeting
lots,
few
in
a
will
go
days
was
and fanciers but to the general
breeders
afternoon
of
department. He
a
number
church
with
versalist
in
of
conference
been
because
has
Sunday
two-thirds
and
own
elected
not
by David Plngree, Ann
Officers
them,
angor,
West Paris Feb. 22d.
tion, but does
to Boston, where he will go into business
Maria Wheatland and Anna P. Peabody, [
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1 montb, 26 days.
75
Mr. Wheeler is a well known and univer- advertisement of Hobb·1
aged
years,
Stor*
slow work of producing any<
Variety
Crockett
make
D.
Susan
(Transcription by Carl Fetton)
Mrs.
very
Richard
Dec.
26,
In Boston,
TMa certifies that Samuel
ANNUAL MEETING
MIm Jack ton.
sally respected citizen of South Paris, on tbe fourth page of thia paper, and se
formerly of Norway» aged 67 year#, 3 month! | fitted me with glasses about two month
thing. Just as soon as he had accumu
Vocal Solo—"Silver Threads Among the Gold"
and Mra. Cook, though a resident here how
bave a chance to get om
Mt. Mica Building Association.
from his labor to make a
may
you
lation
Dank
b
enough
examined
*
Ρ
Dec. 5, Caroline Walker, aged
for less than a year, has won general The
ago, and I had my eyes
inJKie largest nun
he would use U for his as j
Mrs. Barnes.
The annual meeting of the Mount Mica Bull·]
bringing
to
person
tool
use,
j
Ear
Infirmer
and
Dr. Holt of the Eye
esteem ajd made many friends.
ber of copies of tbajptdvertisement t
lng Association will be held at the Town Offict
OLD AOS.
Brockton, Mass Dec. 25, Delmar Edward·
slstance; and he would keep on using
and several other Doctors there, an : Thursday, January 6th, 1910Jat two o'clock r. M
labor formerly of Bethel, aged 41 years.
if an tbe store before 3p. ί next Friday wi III the accumulations from his
Chorua—"Old Folks at Home,"
new
coul
6
1
for tbe choice of officers and tbe transaction ο
that
the
Portland's
sky-scraper,
Ktlwln C. Rowe, aged
glasses
they all agreed
Club.
receive a year's subscription, to be set jt rendering his further labor more effioient j In Bethel, Dec. 27,
any other legal business.
eleven-story buikling can be called such,
not be improved.
*
ΟΒΑΓΗ.
•
CHAS. H. HOWARD, Secretary.
Here
1
Mrs
K-l
not
a
subscriber.
hand)
and
now
some one
The instant that he takes in hi·
ΠιίΛΤβΙΙ, Dec. 37, Arthur, son of Mr.
ha* reached the sixth floor and la rising to
I. W. ELLI> GWOOD.
51tf
Piano Duet—Marche Funèbre,
Chop!
opportunity.
the rudest sort of manufactured too Herman HoU, aged 7 years.
your
Μη. Morton, Μη. ttny.
rapidly.

Ed-|

I P.

and 3.00.
50c, S5C, 90c, $1.00, 1.75, 2.50
and
$1.00.
15c, 25c, 30c, 35c, 40c, 50c, 6oc, 75c,
and
$3.50.
$150, $1.75
75c, $1.50, $2.00 and $3.00.
and can save you money on bells.
from the

Bells for the shafts,

Team Bells,
; Body Bells,
Swedish Bells,
I buy my bells

direct

factory

James N. Favor,
01 Main St.,

TUCK·*
HANNI8SSTOP·.

PROP. OP THi

Norway, Main·.

Protect Yourself

The Land of

__

years they have stood for health
in thousands of homes, jj cents

Free!

Free!

-

bottle.

a

said?

Old Dishes in New Qulse.
CREAM OF BEST SOUP.

Wash the beets well and boll Id salted
watar for an hour and a quarter. Scrape
off the skin and put the beets through a
that
moat grinder, saving all the juice
flows from them. Skim a pint of veal
stock and stir the ground beets and
for
Simmer
their juice into this.
set the
twenty minutes, strain, and
liquid at the side of the range to keep
hot. Cook together two tableepoonfuls
of flour and one of butter, and when
a
they are well blended pour upon tbem
pint of milk—half cream, if possible.
Stir until smooth and thick, aud beat in,
a few
spoonfuls at a time, the beet
wiib salt
puree. When very hot, season
a
and pepper, and pour gradually upon
vrell-beaten egg, stirring all the time.

ALL SIN TREBD.

No. 750.—Riddles.
1.
many an old time lawn
make me.
factories
the
And yet
To school or home from shopping tour
You're very apt to take me.

I grow

on

Serve at once.

THEVariety

PERSON

bringing the largest number

of this entire advertisement to Hobbs'

Store, Norway, Saturday, March
5, 1910, at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King
Kineo Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask
your friends to begin to save this advertisement for you.
'"PHE person bringing

the largest number of this entire
advertisement to Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway, on or
before Friday. Jan. 7. 1910. at 3 P. M.. will be given a
YEAR S SUBSCRIPTION to the OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
the paper to be sent to some person not already a subscriber.
These will also apply on the King Kineo Range.

Smokeless

ROASTED

Wash the ham, scrubbing it thorough
equal
ly with a stiff brush. Cover with
milk. Set
parts of cold water and fresh
mornthe
In
in a cold place overnight.
with fresh
ing drain off the liquid, cover
minwater, and cook, allowing fifteen tue
utes for each pound of meat after
When
water has reached a steady boil.
the liquid
done, let the ham get cold in
the
in which it was cooked, then remove
into the fat,
skin, stick a dozen cloves
or
and cover the ham with a soft dough
made of flour and water. Put the
paste
two
all my offices are gentle.
ham in a roasti rig-pin, pour about it
in which it
quarts of the milk and water
was soaked, adding to this a quarter cup
No. 751.—Numerical Enigma.
Baste every twenty
Into a sea of swindling, a boiling ALL Of of brown sugar.
it is
miuutes during the three hours that
"graft.
a
At the expiration of two
He leups. with a scholar's learning and
in the oven.
half
serpent's craft.
hours pierce the paste covering in a
O'erhcad. the heavens open, rent by the dozen places and pour a cup of sweet
flash.
lightning
cider over the ham.
Torrential downpours gulf him and fearful thunders crash.
STEWED CHICKEN A L'ESPAGNOLE.

Select

the wa-

Device,

BEAN CAKES.

and its

over
a pint of kidney beans
Drain, cover with water, add a
sliced onion, and cook until the beans
are very soft.
Drain, mash them fine,
add a tablespoonful of butter, and salt
and pepper to taste, and the slightly
beaten yolk of an egg. Form into cakes,
roll iu flour, and set in the ice chest until

Soak

night.'

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

(Equipped

Device))

with Smokeless

the smoke problem
solved.

was

Automatic

Smokeless Device
wh;ch insures

steady,

a

full-glowing

heat,

with the wick turned up as high as it will
go. without a shred of smoke. Reverse the

motion, turn the wick down—there's no odor.
The smokeless device automatically locks
and prevents the upward movement of the
wick beyond the proper exposure. That
is the secret. This splendid result gives
leadership to the Perfection.

You may now have all the heat you want—when you want It—and
where you want it—without the annoyance of smoke or odor.
Rra-;s font holds 4 quart·; of oil. which permits a glowing heat for 9 hours.
Brass wick tu'>e—damper top—cool handle. Cleaned in a minute.
The Perfection is beautifully finished in Nickel or Japan.
Every Dealer Everywhere.
to

If
the

Not At Yours, Write for Descriptive Circular
Nearest Agency of the

tiou. To improve. Ceases.
Domesticated.
Left Hand Square
Extent. Food. Devours.
Right Hand Square— To hinder. A
novice. Metals. A slatiou.
Lower Square—A cleausing ageut.
Not twice. Performs. A nuisance.

Sale !

stock of Pianos that have been rented but one season
This
and .shall close them out at very low prices for the next sixty days.
is the, Vest opportunity to obtain a piano or organ that has ever been offerisit n-y

large

and

Easy

second hand instruments

for

see

terms.

yourselves the great values in
Send for catalogs and prices.

W. J. WHEELER,

South Paris, Me.

Billings Block,
PLBASS

When in want of

anything

MIND!

in

Κ,οορ

in our liues give

\VK CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

us

a

call.

WE SELL

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Wagon Paints,

promise may some time come true.
Though long and weary ue trie I'WD.
By mountain top

Our paints include

impervious,

The vision sweet their eyes may

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We

Turpentine,

Brushes.

anil Sherwin-Williams.

make to order.

IWt

The kind that la.*is.

Regular size· of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wre screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
«

Wheelbarrows —We

have a few tirst class wheelbarrows.

Telephones and Electrical

Supplies—We sell

best for automobiles and

Call and see them.

Paris.

LOVERS OF MUSIC
will find perpetual pleasure
No musician
from our perfect pianos.
but admires them; no one but is
interested in the price.
give

you

at the same time.

C.
SOUTH

E.

quality and

TOLMAN

&

save

you money

COMPANY.
MAINE

PARIS,

Pulp Wood Wanted.

Delivered at any station on the
Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Portland. Also White Ash bolts
J. M. DAY,
Br) ant's Pond, Me.
43tf

live.
give.

Key to Puzzledom.
No. 739.—Kiddles: 1. Rest, wreet. 2.
Pole.
No. "40.—Reversals: Star, rate; mart,
♦
mm; spiu, nips; simp. pans.
No. 741.—Hidden Schoolroom Articles: Bench, pen. book, slate, rubber,
ink.
No. 742.-Phonetic Spelling: 1. X LC
R (excelslon. 2. Ε Ζ (easy». 3. Ρ Κ
4. S A (essay ι. 5 XL (excel».
l pique).
6. X (J Q (excuse·. 7. Q (cue». 8. 1)
(Deei. 9. L (ell». 10. Β (bee». 11. Κ
13. D Κ
Ε (î (effigy).
12. J (jay·
(decay». 14. Ν V (envy). 15. Χ Τ C
(ecstasy». 16. C D seedy».
No. 743.—Weeds in Aungrams: 1.

FUDGE

Fl'DOE FILLING

Wanted.

A young man to leai η the dry good· buslnew.
Mu-t be mat in appcarance, energetic, clean to
haltl'.s. not u-itng tobacco In any form. Apply
bv letter, giving at least two references aa to
character.
Address, "DRY GOODS,"
Care Oxford Democrat,
South Parts, Ma.

FOR CAKE.

Put into
porcelain-lined saucepan
two cups of sugar, fonr ounccs of chocobroken
small, three-quarters of a
late,
of
cup of milk, and one tablespoonful
butter. Boil over a hot fire for six
minutes, take from the range, add a teaof vanilla, and beat until the
mixture begins to thicken, then pour
qaickly over the cake layers.
a

spoonfni

NEAPOLITAN JELLY

LOAF.

Dissolve two tablespoonfuls of gelatine in a half cup of cold water. Add
one and a half cups of granulated sugar
and a cup of boiling water. As soon as
the gelatine is dissolved strain the
mixture through cheese cloth and pour
gradually upon the whites of seven eggs
beaten very stiff, whipping these all the
time. Divide the mixture into three
equal parts. Flavor one part with strawberry flavoring, or with red raspberry
flavoring, and color pink with cochineal;
leave one part white, and flavor with a
drop or two of bitter almond; stir into
the third section enough melted chocolate to flavor and color it. Wait until
the various parts stiffen so that they will
not mix if put together, beating each one
occasionally while you wait. Dust a
loaf-tin with powdered sugar, and pour
in the pink portion, sprinkle it with
chopped English walnuts; now add the
white part, and sprinkle with more nuts;
last of all pour in the brown layer. Allow
to stand in a cold place until stiff. Turn
out upon a chilled platter, cut into slices,
and serve with eweetened
whipped

A S Β Ο Κ S
Κ A R S

COATIS
V Β

Κ S S Κ S

747.-Burled Birds: 1. Touraco.
swau.
2. Tina mou. pintail. 3. (Jannet, daw. 4. llarpy, martin. 5. Mavis. hawk. U. Swallow, teal.
A CARD.
This is to certify that all druggists are
authorized to refund your
money if
Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure your
cou»h or cold. It stops the cough, heals
the lungs and prevents serious results
irom a cold, prevents pnenmonia and
consumption. Contains no opiates. The
genuine is in a yellow package. Refuse
substitutes. P. A. Shurtleff & Co.
"Own up, now.

CAKE.

Cream one-half cup of butter with a
cup of sugar, add a cup of milk, a
quarter-cup of grated chocolate, two
beaten eggs, tbree teacupfuls of flour
sifted with a heaping teaspoonful of baking powder, and, last of all, a half cup of
hickory nuts or pecan nuts, broken and
dredged with flour. Bake in layers and
put together with the fudge Ailing.
Cover all with boiled icing.

10. Mallow.
11. Buttercup.
Daisy.
12. Witch grass. 13. Sorrel.
No. 744.—A Puzzler: November.
No. 745.—Addition: Vat. eye. cau, Vatican.
No. 746.—Buried Six Letter Square:

A R R I

Who's the head of

cream.

Girls at school or college, or girls
doing so-called 'Might housekeeping"
government."
will find the new paper dishes and plates
Foley'· Kidney Remedy will cnre any a great convenience. They cime in
case of kidney or bladder trouble that is different sises and vary from one-ball
not beyond the reach of medicine. Cures cent to a cent in price. For dry articles
backache and irregularities that if neg- of food tbey can be used several times
lected might result in Bright'· disease or before being burned. The advantages
diabetes. P. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
of not having dishes to wash after a college "spread" are too obvious to require
"Bnt," continued the playwright bit- mention.
terly, "the audience sat through the

performance unmoved."
"Not exactly," said the

saw

five or six sneak ont."

manager, "I

If you desire a clear complexion take
Foley's Orino Laxative for constipation
and liver trouble as it will stimulate
these organs and thoroughly cleanse your
system, which is what every one needs
in order to feel well. F. A. Shurtleff Λ
Co.

Wigg— Miss Qoodlelgh is something of
prnde, isn't she?
Wagg—Prude? Why that girl wouldn't
go to heaven without a chaperon.

TO HIM.

When visitor· in the gallery grow
tired of hearing senators talk they can

downstairs and see senators eat.
The senatorial carpenters have been busy
the
during (he recent recess re-arrangingand
Lawmakers
Senate dining-room.
visitors, short of time, may no longer
stand op to the pie counter and hurriedof inilk.
ly boit a sandwich and a glass
the
That great American institution,
in the
lunoh oounter, has been abolished
small
Senate. Guests must take seats at
a corps
table» and await the pleasure of
of leisurely negro waiters.
made for
Better provision has been
have a
the luxurious senators. They
reserved for their ezclasive

a

I

II Ε Κ Ε

kill™· couch

and

are

p£

spent

Ξ

causes^

I
ί

i

S

!
I

!

This story is said to bave been told in
the smoking-room of a transatlantic
liner: The young Marquis of Angiesoy,
who died in Monte Carlo some five years
He
ago, went to extremes in everything.
was very intelligent, though.
Once, al
his historic castle in Wales there was a
slight fire. So, lest the priceless pile
burn down, he ordered an enormouc
quantity of hand grenades, or extinguishers, from London. When the grenadee
arrived they wero hang all over the
castle, but though it was an enormous
place, there were still several dozer
grenades left over at the end of hanging,
"And what shall I do with them, mj
lord?" the butler asked. Lord Anglesey
coughed—he was already in α pretty bad
way—and said dryly to the butler: "You
may put them in my coffiu."
Coniesslon.

A well known divine was preaching
Sunday morning on the subject oi
"The Qreat and Small Things of Créa
tion." To iliustrate his thought that
nothing was either too vast or too tinj
to be of interest to Qod, be prooeeded it
one

these words:
"The Creator of this immense universe

created also the most infinitesimal atom
vast
of these
in it. The architect
the tiniesl
mountains fashioned also
thread of gold running through them
The God who made me made a daisy."
A

RELIGIOUS

AUTHOR'S

STATE

MENT.
H. Fesperman, Salisbury
N. C., who is the author of several
books, writes: "For several years I wat
afflicted with kidney trouble and lasl
winter I was suddenly stricken with ι
severe pain in my kidneys and was con
fined to bed eight days unable to got uj
without assistance. My urine contained
a thick white sediment and I
passed
I com
same frequently day and night.
Rev.

Joseph

meoced taking Foley's Kidney Remedy
and the pain gradually abated and flnallj

ceased aud my urine became normal. ]
cheerfully recommend Foley's Kidnej
Remedy." F. A. Sburtleff & Co.

i

gained strength

and the north aud
south drew farther and farther

apart.
epark

Only

a

needed
to wake into flame
the steadily growing ill feeling.
* UUIU"1" *"""·
In the south tUe
withdraw from a
to
u
of
state
right
union to which It was no longer attached by ties of mutual interest wus
more nnd more vehemently urge-d. The
peace loving uorth did not believe that
the soul h would really secede, and
was

more or less idle plans for reconciliation were now and then started. The
south realized that tke crisis was coming and. while the north looked idly
on, became a veritable beehive of war-

like preparations.
Meantime along the border a sort of
irregular warfare was constantly raging. In Kansas especially, during the
fifties, a ceaseless struggle continued
between those who would make it a
slave state and the "Free Soil" or antiBorder ruffians comslavery party.
mitted horrible depredntions. Raids and
conuter raids were of

frequent

occur-

rence.

And out of all this strife and turmoil
rose one strange, dramatic, fanatical
figure, who did more perhaps than any
one else to hurry on the advent of the
civil war. Fie was John Brown. The
next article In this series will tell of
his meteoric career.

Saw It In a Dream.
For many years Ivory manufacturers
were trying to devise a machine for
turning out a billiard ball as nearly
perfect as possible and at the su me
time avoiding waste.
Among those
who strove to perfect such a machine
was Mr. John Carter of the Arm of

John Carter & Son. well known Ivory
One uight. after Mr.
manufacturers.
Carter had been striving to solve thp
problem for some time, be suddenly
awoke his wife by shouting out. "1
have pot It." and rushed downstairs
Into his study, where he made α drawing of the last knife for the want of
which In* had been so long waiting In

order to complete his machine. It appears that he had fallen asleep and
dreamed about the machine, and In the
dream tlu· solution of the difficulty
revealed to him.—London Anwas
swers

No Misunderstanding.
h!>ar you have hod a mlsun
dcrstnndlng with your old political
friends."
"No." said Seuator Sorghum; "the
worst of it Is the Impossibility of misWe nave expressec
understanding.
our opinions of each other to terms so
explicit as to be unmistakable."—
Washington Star.
"I

Papa's Plan Pravsnts Proposal.
Ik· (impecunious»-But you say your-

relf that your father Is anxious to get
She- Yes: that's
>ou off bis hands.
why I don't think he'll listen to you.—

Exchange.

Ask your dealer and insist

Designs

deecrtpUon

mey
Anyone sending a sketch and
an
Quickly ascertain our opinion free whether
invent w·ri la probably patentable Communie»·
tloiisstricilyconildentlal. HANDBOOK on Patent·
sent free. Oldest agency for secunng paUnUl·.
Patenta taken through Munw A Co. reo«T·
notice, without charce, in the

Scientific American.

him.

M-2

ι

Auction rooms, No.

WILLIAM H. MOTLEY.
J. ARTHUR COLLEY.

ΡΚΟΒΛΤΕ NOTICE*.
Po all persons I η tenia ted In cither of the Estate*
hereinafter named
At a Prolate Court, held at Parts, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Dec, In the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and nine.
laving been presented for the action thereupon
b re'nafter Indicated, it Is hereby Ordkrkik
That notice thereof be given to all person* Id
tc rested, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Ox-1
tard Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Parle on
the third Tuesday of January, A. D. 1910, at S I1
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.

ON

—

2, Western Ave,

Albert D. Park.

Picture Frames

on

by

High Grade

—

close out odd patterns and cleai

up stock.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

1

l. M. TUFTS,
HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Optieiar.

MAINE

NORWAY,

mmm.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

College, beneficiary.

SOUTH PA-IS.

Nichols St..

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

ClftOK· and Wutific» th« hair..
Promote* a luxuriant growth.
Kever Palli to Kraloro Omy
ITair to lit Youthful Color.
Cure· κ-alp il.»·«<·« ft iia.iT lal.inf.
at l>rapt:»ta
tOc.and

JHIller Buck, late of Ruckfleld, deceased;
petition for the appointment of Charles II.
Prince or some other suitable person as admin
l-trutor of the estate of said deceased presented
by Alfred Cole, formerly guardian of said Ruck.

Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,

Chas. F. Ridlon,

nannAh L. Damon, late of Ruckfleld, de
craved; w II and petition for probate thereof and
the appointment of Franklin M. Drew as administrator with the will annexed, presented b*
(ieorge C. Chase, president and trustee of

Mouldings

&

Carpets

Wool

il-

or

Mats, Mirrors

ο

Kates

I handle real estate, buying
also surety bonds.

ing,

N. D. Bolster Co.

NOTICE.

by

bougl.t

same.

and Pictures,

Mouth

will be settled

for goods when

!

A 10* PRICE

Paws, Me., Dec. 15th, 1009.
exiting between
copartnershipamihitherto
J. Arthur Colley, under
Motley
Motlsy ft Colley, for the purpose of
conducting Hotel Andrews nt South Parle, Me.,
The
Is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
business will be conducted In the future by
J. Arthur Colley, and all business matters relating to the copartnership of Motley Λ Colley

paid

William Tell

cirA handsomely Illustrated weekly. Lareeat
SI A
culation of any sclentlflc Journal. Terms.
all newsdealers.
Bold
by
four
month·,
|L
;
year

Tho
William II.
the >tyle of

a

If you have anything you wish to
or have sold at
private sale bring
it in.

—

For Sale

tpfcUil

!

any flour authority. He will tell you
there is no other flour in the world that
makes a finer grained or more delicious bread, or lighter biscuits. The
wheat for our William Tell is stored

having

—

sell

six times before grinding—everything,
the sewing of the bags, is done
by bright, clean machinery.

Copyrights Ac.

INCLUDING

and I sell for

even

■ HADE

....

Cash

price

in hermetically sealed tanks—cleaned

Patents

now

For those who have plenty of time to
on the toilet sumptuous Turkish of the war are dead Issues and north
baths are provided. Hot rooms and and south merged Into one perfect
steam parboil the victim to the proper
brotherhood-all these facts speaa
degree. Then he is taken in charge by
more eloquent»y than mere words.
A
and
manicures.
rubbers
corps
expert
Nearly 1,000.000 American lives and
ul husky negro bath attendants is on
hand to take the green congressmen in more than $4.000.000 000 were
charge. A dozen or more resting room*, upon the civil war. Here in brief are
fitted up with cots and pneumatic mat- the events which led up to It:
tresses, provide restful retreats for tired
For many years the old bond of fellaw makers who want to forget the cares
lowship between north and south had
of state in peaceful slumber. A big exweakening. Sontb Carolina ae
cavation has been dug for a pool, but
far back as Andrew Jackson β time
water has not been turned ioto it.
"And it's all free, sab," says the color- had taken offense at «rteta»
ulntions and had threatened tο ιsecede
ed bath superintendent.
After a free Turkish bath and rub from the Union. Other southern states
down the statesman may stroll into the believed in loyalty to ^^te rather tha*
official barber shop and get a free hair- to the national government. They be
cut, shampoo and shave. Then he may I loved that when states no longer
saunter over to the House in the luxuwished to remain In the Uelon they
rious underground tunnel, safe from the
had a right to withdraw. And when
the
stationat
He
winds.
slops
biting
a time came they did withdraw.
such
of
a
and
room
writiDg
supply
gets
ery
materials, free, drops into his seat in Their right or lack of right to do this
the House, writes his letters and franks was the actual occasion of the war.
theuj. Then he figures up the mileage not the freeing of the negro as Is gendue to him and decides that he has saved erally
supposed, although this latter
enough over the cost of bis railroad fare was one of the great primary
to buy all bis Christmas presents.
Ear I ν in colonial days many thouBeing a member of Congress isn't so
sand
African .-tiroes had bcenbrough
bad, after all.—Brooklyn Eagle.
to America a.. sold as slaves, not only
After the Collision.
in the sorth. but In the north as well.
A wreck sometimes upsets even the \fter a time the northern states found
most iron-nerved. Once the wreck-mas- ! slavery no longer profltable. It died a
ter, on bis arrival, noticed a bare-headed natural death, as do most unprofitable
man in overalls, covered with coal duet
customs, and paid labor took its place
and blood, sitting beside his engine with
were needed
Ho recog- i1 Hut In the south negroes
tears running down his face.
nized him as the engineer who had been for Held work on the huge plantations,
hauled out a few minutes before from which formed the backbone of the sonthI
states· prosperity. On ««any of these
under the mess of twisted, battered steel
that had once been a locomotive. Singu- plantations the climate was such that
larly enough, beyond a few cuts and i no white man could stand the all day
bruises, be was unhurt. He was crying outdoor work: hence southerners grew
bncause he could not find bis cap that he
to regard slavery as necessary to their
had bought new that day and begged the
livelihood. In the north a sentiment
wrtck master to help him bunt for it.
and sellA passenger conductor of a train that sprang up against the buying
The south rewaa derailed and had plunged down an in" of human beings.
embankment crawled out of the confu- sented this feeling, and the breach besion and rendered cool and efficient help tween the two sections was still fur
during the half hour before the wreck- ! ther widened. Yet no active trouble
train arrived. A little later the wreckmight have ensued but for fresh commaster chanced to look around and saw '·
the conductor standing beside him hold- 1 plications.
More and more states were constanting a match-bcx to his ear and shaking
And when
it. Presently bo put it back in his ly added to the Uulon.
pocket, but took it out again in a mo- these new states chanced to be situment and repeated bis action.
ated along the border line between
"What's the matter with you?" asked I north and south strenuous efforts were
the wreck master.
made to introduce the slavery system
"My watch has stopped. I can't got I into theui.
While the government
it to going, and I don't know what time
made no outward objection to the conit is," answered tbe conductor, still
tinuance of slavery in states where
listening to his match safe.
The wreck-master took the conductor hi,» custom already had a foothold,
by the shoulders and shook him roughlv. t public sentiment In the north forbade
Then he "came to."—Harper's Weekly. 'the establishing of any new slave
ί states. The question of slavery or no
The Wreck-master and his Work. !
slavery in these states bccame a na"When a wreck blocks the line the I tlocal
Issue, and the Republican party
wreck-master is the biggest man on the :
(foutided in 1850 with John C. Fremont
in
S.
Thaddeus
writes
Dayton
railroad,"
Ins Its candidate for president) proHarper's Weekly. "An express-car up 1
toward the forward end of the passenger claimed Itself the "no slavery" chamFremont
train is tilted tremblingly on its trucks. plon.
It is loaded with bales of silk, perhaps, was defeated by
Tbe James Buchanan,
or with other costly merchandise.
Tc
wreckers do not stop to Inquiro.
but during the
hai
that
them it is simply an obstruction
nest four years
is
a
There
to be removed immediately.
down the the Republicans
it

spend

YEARS'

60

all

lot of second hand
Furniture, Sleighs, Carriages and other goods
new and second hand lor
sale.

of flour. And you
will always be sure of good flour and
good bread—biscuits—pies and cakes.
William Tell is made from the finest
selected Ohio Red Winter Wheat. Ask
rises in the

EXPERIENCE

But the civil war perhaps
the deadliest war lu all history, is
Brother iongbt against
durerait
brother. Ever? battle, no matter whfcb
side won it. was a national calamity
and a blow at our country's welfare.
That the breach which threatened
to wreck forever the United States is

I have

—

GUARANTEED SATI8FACTOE.Y
OB MONET REFUNDED.

other nations presents fewer difficulties. Most of those disputes are far
away .o allow the right

buy

to

SECOND HAND FURNITURE.

Buy William Tell Flour by the
barrel, if possible. You thus protect
yourself against "wheat corners" and

AND ALL THROAT AND LUM6 TROUBLES

prepared

now

—

Bills Down

Dr.

am

STOCKS OF GOODS

Keep Flour

mwce

mC8ïSP8

country βj
struggles with

eu"S

™«

King's
New Discovery

our

q,active.

CURB

w,th

few

I

sorts of

M. iioniAoy »
Maine.

GvilJ1 Norway,

entirely healed, that the once warring sections are Joined again into a
mighty indivisible world power; that
I all ill reeling and partisan fanaticism
are eternally burled, that the causes

temperature desired.

Honest

ti.

Rooms.

Auction

Lot

new

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
No old
closets.
for
oak woodwork
line.
goods. Call and nee this to. Job·
No
bing promptly attended
team.
for
charge

harder taske than
to write a fair,
perfectly accurate
story of the civil
A recital of
war.

It is entered by swinging doors,
in
with oval glass windows so familiar
aud
the cartoon sketches of the Senate
House. Through these windows strollobserve senaing visitors may peer and
tors at luncheon.
There is no longer any justification
unfor the use of the term, "the great
"
of
washed, in referring to the members
office
the House. The baths in the new
building, provided for the law makers
•if the lower branch of Congress, are
to
running fnll blast, and it is eaoier now
bill
keep clean than to get a pension
baths
passed. Row after row of simplea massare provided, each equipped with
artistic dressers,
ive porcelain tnb,
and heavy
plenty of French plate mirrors
There are needie
ciarse bath towels.
sprays for those who like something
fancy in the way of showers. They are
ho adjusted that the statesman can regn!
late the attack upon his person of
hundreds of tiny jets of water of any !

An

A

By Albert Papon Terhune

use.

The soothing spray of Ely's Liquid
Cream Balm, used in an atomizer, is an
unspeakable relief to sufforers from Catarrh. Some of them describe it as a
Godsend, and no wonder. The thick,
foul discharge is dislodged and the
patient breathes freely, perhaps for the
weeks.
tirst timo in
Liquid Cream
Balm contains all the healing, purifying
elements of the solid form, and it never
Cheese cloth dust bags for skirts fails to satisfy. Sold by all druggists
should be made of two widths of the for 75c., including spraying tube, 01
material, long enough to cover the whole mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,
length of the skirt, or of a one-piece New York.
dress when folded on a hanger. Five
"Do you subscribe to the theory that
and a half feet would be required for a
trained skirt and four feet for a short Mars is inhabited?"
"No, I don't subscribe. But I bay it
skirt. Each bag should be plainly marked, and as it will be used for different every month at the news stands."
gowns during the year it is better to pin
NO CASK ON RECORD.
Exon a card than to mark the bag.
There is no case on record of a cough
press tags are convenient for this purcold resulting in pneumonia or conpose. Tbey ean be tied to the drawing or
sumption after Foley's Honey and Tar
string.—Harper's Bazar.
has been taken, as it will stop yout
and break np your cold quiokly.
cough
should
with
digestion
poor
People
bat the genuine Foley's
drink no water with meals, but take a Refuse any
Honey and Tar in a yellow package.
glassful half an hour before, and drink Contains
no opiates and Is safe and snre.
plentifully an hour or so after each F. A. Sburtleff
A Co.

Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs
quickly, strengthens the lungs and expels !
colds. Get tne genuine In a yellow
ImMl.
package. F. ▲. Shurtleff Λ Co.

XXXII.-Dawn of the
War

dining-room

grin."

cream.

Pigweed. 2. Burdock. 3. Ragweed.
(5. Chick5. Daudeliou.
4. Thistle.
9.
weed.
8. Plautain.
7. Purslane.

Β R

The Wars of
Our Country

THE SOFT BNAP8 THAT FALL

Wash carefully one pound of figs,
cover with cold waîer and soak over
night. Put over the fire in the same
water in which they were soaked, and
stew gently until the
figs are soft
Drain off the liquid, pressiug the fruit
hard to extract the flavor. Measure the
liquid and to each pint add the juice of
two lemone and a half cup of granulated
sugar, and beat in a half box of gelatine
that has been soaked for two hours in a
plunges
gill of water. Stir until the gelatine is heaving chorus and
dissolved, but do not let the jelly boil. embankment. As it lands there is a
Strain and pour into moulds wet with crash of discordant, tortured strings,
cold water. Set aside until cold, then •Pianos,' remarks one of the panting
put into the ice chest. When cold and workmen to another standing at hie
firm turn out and serve with whipped shoulder. They do not pause even tc

"My wife used to be," admitted Mr.
Kopeck. "But since my daughters are
grown up we bave a commission form of

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

We will

FIG JELLY.

Riddles.
Which is the strongest day in the
week.'
Suuday, because all the rest
are week (weato days.
Why was Noah's ark unlike Joan ot
Arc?
Due was made ot wood, the
other was Maid ot Drleaus.

"Columbia Ignition Batteries" the
your family?"

telephones.

filoufh

see.

No.

Varnishes,

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

best of all routines.
try imitations.

Paroid Boofing-The

lonely THREE

This vision with Its wondrous lore
May bless them if they loliow FOUR.

L

Linseed Oil,

Milligan,

or

RASCAL

Liquid Filler,

Heath vV

Wash four quarts of cranberries, put
tbem in a saucepan with a pint of water
and briug to a boil. Cook for ten minutes, stirring often, and strain through
Add a pouud of sugar—
a coarse cloth.
If the juice
or enough to suit the taste.
is very tart more will be needed. Return to the fire just long enough to dissolve the sugar. When coU, strain, add
the juice of two lemons, turn into a
freezer aud grind to the proper consistency for frappe.

The

/ bo
*K>ors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders* Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Honse Paints,
Barn Paints,
Boot Paints,

CRANBERRY FRAPPE.

No. 754.—Decapitation.

No. 755.—Charade.

GREAT VALUES.
warerooms

mayonnaise dressing.

Their web of wondrous musing spun.
The poets fame's bright guerdon ONE.

Without my first no man may
Yet to it second add.
And for my vwiole no pleasure
My first will next so bad.

ANNUAL FALL

a

COMBINATION SALAD.

Boil a cup of re»l kidney beans in «alt
ed water until teuder, drain and set
a
away until cold. Add to the beans
broken into
cup of English walnuts
coarse bits, one cup of crisp celery, cut
into half inch lengths, and a dozen
olives, minced. Mix all well together
and set on the ico uutil thoroughly
chilled. Serve on lettuce leaves with

No. 753.—Connected Word Squares.
Upper Square—Crippled. To sauc-

(Incorporated)

I have

represented?

What word is

Fact may not fit this to a FIVE
But still the poets are alive.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

Clearance

then saute in butter. Serve very
These are especially nice with
hot.
ham or any form of pork.

stiff,

successfully

The Perfection Oil Heater is the
only heater equipped with this

large fowl for this dish. Joint

the chicken can be easily pierced with a
fork, then add a can of pease from which
the liquid is drained, and a can of French
mushrooms. Simmer for fifteen minutée
more, thicken with butter and browned
flour, and pour into a deep dish lined
with triangles of crisp toast.

the Automatic
Until science discovered
Smokeless Device, and make it completely dependable, all oil
heaters had one common great fault—smoke.
With the advent of the Automatic Smokeless
practical application to the

a

thinks to breast the current,
it, and cut each joint in half, wipe each
ter vortex wild;
salt and
But. grasped by whirling monster, he's piece carefully, sprinklo with
into a
helpless as a child.
pepper, and roll in flour. Put
So public wrath Is typical of 5-6-S-Î-9—
a quarter-cup of butter, and
pot
large
temas
Its
victim,
'Twill lash and drown
when this is hot lay in the chicken.
pests on the brine.
Brown each piece lightly on both sides,
Stir into
on a dish.
Or, bruised and beaten, honor gone, tossed remove and spread
the butter In the pot two chopped onions
upon the strands.
Man becomes a thing contemned, unstable and cook for a minute, then put in the
as the sands.
contents of a can of tomatoes, a cup of
For. ii the foolish plunger, perchance, es- stoned and minced olives, a small green
capes alive.
to
pepper, chopped, and onion juice
He's
crippled—for the WHOLE ever suit the taste. Simmer for ten minutes.
4-2-1-3-5!
Lay in the chicken and pour over it
enough cold water to cover it well. Put
No. 752.—Pictured Word.
a closely fitting lid on the pot and set
where the contents will simmer but will
Cook until the meat of
not boil hard.
He

a way to construct

ed.

RAM.

II.
In the olden time I was crael, and
everybody feared me. 1 made many
buudreds suffer, the guilty and the
innocent, the old. tbc youug aud fair.
But now I stand In your hallway and
welcome you wheu you come home.
1 offer my services to your guests. 1
stand near the piano aud do a bumble
melodious, lo
part toward making life
the barn 1 offer food to the stock, and

β

OF

Lawmaker.

go

No. 749.—Charade.
Tom's squirrel and parrot are bis pride.
He takes good care of them. Indeed.
My first delights the lively squirrel.
Though for my whole it has no need.
But Polly, it Is evident.
My first, uncracked and hard, detests,
And from her throne upon her perch
My last Incessantly requests.

Free!

-

80MB

Is solicited. Address : Editor
Column, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Purls, Me.

No. 748.—Ansgrammatical Conundrums
1. If a man secedes from the church,
what is he? IS SET APART. It II
be is Dually restored, what tuay be

nearly sixty
and happiness

For

to men, women and children.

to the ladle·
Correspondence on topic* of interest
Homkmakbrs'

Puzzledom.

Against sudden attacks of constipation, indigestion, sick headache, biliousness, torpid liver, by always keeping on hand the
true "L. F." Atwood's Bitters. An occasional dose safeguards the system against the ailments most common

The National

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Henry 8. Raymond, late of Upton, deceased; pet'tion tint Anna F. Raymond or some

appointed

lier suitable person be
l-trator of the estate of said deceased
by John 11. Raymond, son and heir.

ο

a-·

admin-

presented

Bavtd IV. Bemla, late of Woodstock, deceased; petition that David R. Woodbury or
some other suitable person be appointe·! as administrator of the estate of said deceased presented by Altna W. Farrar, niece and heir.

Waihlngton A. Billing·, late of Woodstock, deceased; petition for l'ceose to sell and
convey reil estate presented by Lorenzo S.

Start the New Year
with'a resolution to pay all bills and settle all accounts
BY CHECK ON

Billings, administrator.

Norway National Bank

The

Horace IV. Bolster, late of Paris, deceased;
petition for order to distribute balance remainIlls hands presented by James S. Wright,
administrator.

ing In

Sylvnnla Fer ham, late of Woodstock, deceased; petition for order to distribute balance
remaining In his hands presented by Roncllo C.
Davie, cxecutor.
Mary Ann Warren, late of Hebron, d< ceased; accounts presented for allowance by Samuel
O. Adams, trustee.
Warren Nevery, late of Dlxfleld, deceased;
first final and private accounts presented for
allowance by Alvah A. Walte, executor.
Frank E. Howe, late of Fryeburg, deceased ;

presented

for allowance
first and final uccount
by Zetta R. Howe, admlnstratrlx.
Λ

blgall Webster of Sumner, ward ; account
for allowance by Will Redding, guard-

of

You will thus be provided with a record of pa) mente which will
be useful if disputes arise. In any event jou have an indisputable
receipt for the money paid.

THIS BANK SOLICITS YOUR ACCOUNT
WHETHER IT IS LARGE OR SMALL.
Itsolfictrs always welcome

matters, and to discuss the

1
the matter of
In Rankruptcy.
EDDIE ARMRURQ,
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Eddie Armburg, in the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 24th day of
Dec., A. D. 1909, the said Kddle Armburg was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
olUce of the Referee, No. 8 Mark· t Square, South
Parln, on the 12th day of Jan.. Λ. D. 1910, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine tho bankrupt, and

transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Dec. 21. 1909.
WALTER L. «iRAY,
Refarm* In RirkroT'lev.

Collector's Advertisement cf Sale of
Lands of Non-resident Owners,
STATE OF MAINE.
lands situated In the Plantation of MIHon, In the County of Oxford, for the

Unpaid

taxe*

s

β

ο

g.

i

555
τϊξ
aUB

SI?

0

C C Λ

5-«

Έβ

S

S

Js
Sx

piece of land bounded
as follows commencing at the westerly line of land owned by kit
Zircon Spring Co., Intersecting the
northerly line of the John Davis
Bcsarlek,

to talk over

banking

this Bank.
We desire your business.

The

Directors :
C. K. HOLT,
C. M.ICBBS,
SMITH,
£. E. A3 DREWS,
P. W. NASHORM,
L. 8. BILLION,
South Perl·.
n'ALTEH L. GRAY, >

|

TUBBN, President.
C. E. HOLT, V-Pre.ldent.
C*

π. ».

d

I

smith, caabUr.

$50,000.00
Capital,
25,000.00
Surplus,
Undiv. Profits, 25.000.00

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

NORWAY.

MAINE.

Collector's Advertisement of Sale of Lands.

Non-resident Owners.

of Mexico, In the county of Oxford, for tbe rear 1·
Unpaid taxes of lamia situated tn the town of
non-resident owners In the town of Mexico afore·*1
The following list of taxes on real estate
aald town on the 28tb day of May, 180· rsmaio
for tbe year 1909, committed to me for collcctlou for
that If the »ald taxes with Interest aud charges art not un ν
ta
notice
and
given
hereby
unpaid,
to pay the amount due thereoa tnclu ί
sufficient
!<*
as
taxed
ou-ly paid, so much of the real estate
further njtl.v, at public auction, at the Town I1.
Ing Interest and chargo*, will be sold without
A. M.:
at
9o'clock
of
11(10,
February,
In said town, on the first Monday
Tai'«
I Mr

Value.

Name of Owner.
Description of Real.Estate.
Albert Λ Haul, lot No. 21, Mexico,Heights,
IaîI No. 7, Mexico Heights,

$ 73.0

and
Charg*·

aooo

on

year 190:).
The following Hat of taxes on real estate of
non-resident owner*, In the Plantation of Milton
aforesaid, for the year 1909, committed to
mo for collection for said plantation on the Tth
diy of May, 1909, remain unpaid; and notice Is
hereby given that If said taxes with Interest
and charges are not previously nald, so much
oftho real estate taxed at Is suiuclent to pay
the amount due therefor, Including Interest and
charges, will be sold without further notice, at
public auction at the Poplar School House, In
said plantation on the first Monday In February,
1910, at nlno o'clock A. M.

r,
(I. J.

opportunity

II. ».

HERR1CK, Judge of said Com-.
1 true copv—Attest :
ALREItT D. PARK. IWrter.
ADDISON E.

In

an

advantages offered by

size of the account is not material.

presented
Ian.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Rankruptcy.

Norway, Maine.

a

farm .in Milt.η Pit ; thence from
said point south 77 degrees, 30 minuses west 88 feet to the easterly
limit of the County road ; thence In
a northeasterly direction foil·.wing
the easterly limit of said road 270
fe t; thence south 14 degrees east '.*6
feet to point of l>eglnning,
Mt. Glines Gold and Silver Mining Co.,
bull'llngs and machinery,
P. P. Putnam, pasture and woodland, the

Kllgore lot,

Mrs. Ada Park, r, her homestead farm,
part of lot 71.
Λ. M. Ituscel, his homestead farm,
Mrs Α. Μ. Κ usee 1, A. W. Harlow land,
Hannibal Andrews lmd,
Mrs Alice Sloan, her cottage »nd land,
Mt. Glines Gold and Silver Mining Co.,
the Valentine Glines farm,
Mrs. Ruth Hopkins, her homestead farm,

lie

C harles Ik· rube, Lot No.(25MGleason Purchase,
Κ » ta te of L. V. lira, kett, or unknown, clay pit, so called,
3'J Gleason
Jcbsle Ueaudt-Ue, or unknown, his former homentcud, Lot No.
Lot No. 3s Gleason Purchase,

Purchase,

Estate of \V. S. Chase, The John Leavltt meadow, ao called,
Weft half of l.ot No 5, Range 5, No. acrea Λ5,
Kaat half of Lot No II, Kangc 5, No. acres 50,
North half of Lot No. 11, lUngc 5, No. acrea 30,
17 «1

I'.cnj Cyr, Lot No. 43, Highland Terrace,
Frank C) r, l.ot No. 45, Highland Terrace,
K. Gallant, Lot Highland Terrace, adjoining Philip Cormier lot,
on the north by land
Nouh Hall, Land formerly owned by II. It. Whitman, bounded
of aald Whitman, on south by Shaw, KM Ion Land Co.'a land,
7—15
acrea,
No.
l.ot
β, Kinge
Krtate of Joseph K. Ho'.man. Part of
George T. Knight, Lot No 109, (.ileason Purchase,
the houae thereon,
J. IL Kerr, The John McNIel place, LotSo.OU, Mexico Heights, with
J. A. LaKlamnic, Lot No. 72, Uleaaon Purchaae,
Lot No. 73, Gleason Purchase,
Lot No 74, GLoson Purchase,

tas

■

)4
5
)

53
03 30
5 25
5 '25
S 15
21
1 47
5 25

Mitchell, hla former homeste* I, situated at eastern extremity of Mitchell St.,

A. L.

Joseph Marcoux, House and Lota Nos. 102 and 103, Kimball Purchaae,
W. N. I'laettidge, Lot No 4, Babb Purchaae,
Xot
Lot
Lot
Lot

No.
No.
No.
No.
Let No.

16 *0
6 3»

EDMUND E. COLE, Collector of Taxes,
of the Plantation of Milton.

Dec. 17th, 1S09.

E. A. A bbott survey,

11,
12,
13,
14,
15,

Kalib Pun hase,
Purchase,
Purchase,
Babb Pur. hasp,
Babb Purchase,
llabb
Babb

■

11 »

SN

28 *

750 00

-5
;<f

000 00

Î4

100 00
3*0 00
50 00
100 00
100 <4
100 00
100 00
100 00

5 «
It d

520 00

ît .'I

Miller, Lot Ktta I*. Itlchards survey, adjoining Archie Bernard's homestead lot, 75 00
50 00
Patrick McUraih, l.ot So Π, Kimball Purchase,
50 00
Lut No. 93, Kimball Purchase,
Percv

:*

7 51
ti

150 00

100 00
Emma II. Manu, Lot No. 74, lildl >n Purchaae,
.icrea of land bounded southerly by H. W. Park land,
Joseph Maisone, About 40 L.
II. Keed land, northerly by llenrv Ladd farm, westereasterly by
ly by same farm and Thompson llill road, ao called, and aome land 250 00
f trmeriy taxe I to A. Iternl.ir,
23 00
Daua 8. Mitchell, or ui.kno«n, Lot No. 35, Highland Terri -e,
HO 00
Κ. T. Mcriili, hoinestea·! foimerly occupied b> Μ. Κ Bennett,
Parcel of l>nd compr.slrg about 3 acre·, formerly part of A. Farrlngton farm, adiùinlng southeast aide of Ε. II. 8k«deld land,
200 00
lueludlug a 'jolulng former liomeatead of John H. Klagg,

$

»·
'>·

4

i
23 00
No. 40, Highland Terrace,
formerly owned by Α. Ε llartlett, being southerly half of lot No. 3,
100 00
30
acres,
2,
Karg
Collector's Advertisement of Sale of Charlca B. Blchams,
tenement iiouse and lot located on easterly side of Boxbary
» <1
730 00
kl-t or Lyman Brooks stand,
r»ail, known as the .legale \
400 00
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.
John Reed, homestead occupied by liar* Huston,
side
on
eaaterly
l'arc· 1 of lai.d occupied bv ( lark Huiton, located
easterly
of Roxbury road, bounded nor her y by Haptlst Chapel lot,
STATE OF MAINS.
by hjmestead of Mra. Alible 6.
by land of ( has. L. Stanley, aoutheriy
and storage building thereon, 900 00
stable
hlick-mlth
shop,
Reed, including
of
Small house occupied by Anna Huston, locate·! on westerly aide
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the town of
by C. Huston. 100 00
Parle, In the County of Oxford, for th^ycar
Roxbury road, next southerly to homestead occupied
Win.
Hall
tue
land,
W.
Park
table, foimerly
1909.
Land westerly of H.
400 iO
s> called,
The following list of taxes on real estate of nonParcel of land known a* the Lufkln lot, located on southerly side of
resident owners In the town of Parla, aforesaid,
Harlow illil road, being prends.· called Grand Mexico Heights.
for the year 1909, committed to me for collection
1,000 tO
according to survey of Henry Nelson, Civil Engineer,
for said town on the 15th day of May, 1909, reIs
If
notice
that
main unpaid; and
hereby given
t,800 00 104 94
said taxes, with Interest and charges are not preseven acres, formerly a part of Henry
3«
vlously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as Is Charles Bicker, parcel of land comprising
100 80
Cnaae
farm,
sufficient and necessary to pay the amount due
73 00
therefor, Including Interest and charges, will be Keuben Bobar, lot No. U», Kimball Purchase,
<5 00
Lot No. 121, Kimball Purchaae,
sold without further notice at public auction at
New Hall, South Paris, In said town, on the first
7 30
150 00
In
at
nine
o'clock
A.
M.
1910,
Monday
February,
Whitman
Arthur N. Small, or unknown, hcuso and lot· No. 43,48, oontlnuoua,
44 20
1,150 00
Addition,
3*4
50 00
Sttllman, lut No. 107, Lucy Richarde Survey.
altuated
°
John Toothaker, or unknown, all of that part of Mitchell farm, ao called,
9 35 \\
200 00
of Mitchell Brook,
and
northerly
road,
eaxterly of pack Kingdom
8
Ο. M
Wade Track, about one acic of orchard land, bounded on north and east by
of
Howard laiut, we»t by C. A. Wilson land ami southerly by land
sert
100 00
Hohuan amiWtrown,
3 M
350 00
is
»
1°* No. 10, Stanly Survey, same Including foundation thereon,
5«
100 00
,,· "/Towle,
Harld Valley, lot No.KJ, WhlXmm Addition,
and westerly
-urs. rannle Wing. J. hn To^llaker land, so ca'led, bounded northerly
Curtis, Laetitia, heirs of, store, tenement
place, ao known, and 100 oo
by Morton piHorf, ao c illed, ea-terly bv Glliies
se*
and kjwouth Paris,
$ 28 40
farm,
Goodrich
Chas.
and
White
farm,
southerly by MAC.
5 Mil
100 00
n 0
Howe, HeL^k heirs of. or owner unAddition,
Whitman^
054
24
tf)
«υ
2 70 Ku·*η» Îe
?·
known.'.ofwder mill lot,
K. Ûm°1»
winter·, b.>a*e koowiK.** «lobn Duptll houe*,
00
73 W
4,0»V
Kimball
land,
M
Dec. 18,1909.
·ο known, fornulf C.
Lowo,
Kexlco
SOi)
Height.·»,
iouoo
wml.
a
A. H. JACKSON,
Alonao
Whitman, lot No. 16, BabVPofr· base,
f. A. PERKINS, Collector of Taxes.
Collector of Taxe· of the
Town of Pari*.
Mexico, Main·, Deo. IS, 1909.
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Lee Putnam, I,<t
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